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TWENTY YEARS OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AT CORNELL

by David Gries

Twenty years ago Cornell became one of the first universities in the nation to create a computer science department. The initiative was unusual in several ways. It was helped by a grant from the Sloan Foundation. It was established initially as a graduate research program in order to begin educating the Ph.D.s who would populate the expected new departments in the new discipline. And because of the interdisciplinary nature of the field, the department was placed where it still is today, in both the College of Engineering and the College of Arts and Sciences.

In his first annual report the first chairman, Juris Hartmanis, wrote:

The major goal of this department is to become a Distinguished Department of Computer Science. We sincerely believe that computer science is a major new science, with an extensively broad range of influence, and that Cornell must excel in this area.

Twenty years later, we believe we are meeting that goal.

The most common way to measure such things is by peer rankings: in the 1982 survey conducted by the Conference Board of Associated Research Councils, Computer Science at Cornell placed fifth in faculty quality out of all the Ph.D.-granting departments—many considerably larger than ours—in the United States.

Another criterion is the effectiveness of the educational program: over the years, our department has produced 110 Ph.D.s, most of whom hold positions in academic institutions or industrial research laboratories. In research the department's program has expanded to include many areas of theoretical and experimental computer science, and research expenditures have increased more than three-fold in the last five years (see Figure 1).

These numbers do not, of course, tell the whole story. Priorities have been established and challenges met. Building an outstanding faculty and research program, developing courses and educational programs, acquiring facilities and keeping them up-to-date, and managing, somehow, to make room for an expanding operation are continuing goals.

![Figure 1. Annual expenditures for research in computer science at Cornell over the last six years. The graph shows the rise from $0.6 million to $2.1 million. The figures for 1984-85 do not include the donation by the Xerox Corporation of thirty workstations, related equipment, and maintenance service.](image)

STARTING FROM SCRATCH IN BUILDING A FACULTY

The main faculty instigators at Cornell for establishing the Department of Computer Science were Dick Conway of the operations research faculty and
Table I.
FACULTY IN 1965

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Richard W. Conway</td>
<td>Appointed jointly in operations research; now in the Johnson Graduate School of Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick C. Fischer</td>
<td>Now chairman of the computer science department at Vanderbilt University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juriis Hartmanis</td>
<td>Appointed jointly in electrical engineering; now fully in that school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Pottle</td>
<td>Appointed jointly in operations research; now in the Department of City and Regional Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerard Salton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidney Saltzman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert J. Walker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bob Walker of the mathematics department; both initially had joint appointments in the new department. (Bob retired in 1974 from the mathematics faculty. Dick played a major role in the computer science department until just last year, when he moved to the Johnson Graduate School of Management at Cornell.)

In its first year, 1965–66, Computer Science had a faculty of seven (listed in Table I). Remarkably, five of the seven are still at Cornell, although only two are still with the department: Juriis Hartmanis, the first chairman, and Gerard Salton, the second chairman. By the mid-1970s the faculty had doubled, and it remained at about fourteen members until the very late 1970s, when increasing interest in computer science, both locally and nationwide, forced the department to grow rapidly to its current size of twenty-four members (see Figure 2).

The recent growth has not been easy to accommodate. In a period of retrenchment within the University it has been difficult to get additional resources. The needs were documented, but the money was not always available. Also, the youth of the discipline—the oldest computer science department was established only in 1964—and its phenomenal growth have made it difficult to find faculty members, let alone to assimilate and retain them. Even now the demand for Ph.D.s is about four times the supply, which is about three hundred a year. The growth of the discipline is illustrated forcefully in the makeup of the Cornell department. The first retirement is perhaps ten years away, and the department consists of

In 1965 the initial computer science faculty at Cornell consisted of three full-time and four half-time people, as listed in Table I. Of the original seven, two are still in the department, five are still at Cornell, one is retired, and one is chairman of the computer science department at another university.

The scope of the department is suggested by Table II, which lists the current faculty members and the specialty areas in which they teach and conduct research. The youth of the field is illustrated by the fact that sixteen of the twenty-four professors—those whose names are printed in color—were appointed during the 1980s.

Table II.
FACULTY IN 1985

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialty Areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ozalp Babaoglu</td>
<td>distributed systems, performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gianfranco Bilardi</td>
<td>VLSI algorithms and architectures, VLSI complexity, parallel computation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken Birman</td>
<td>distributed systems, fault tolerance, signal processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dina Bitton</td>
<td>databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Coleman</td>
<td>numerical analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert L. Constable</td>
<td>computational complexity, formal semantics, programming logics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John R. Gilbert</td>
<td>analysis of algorithms, combinatorial algorithms for numerical problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Gries</td>
<td>programming methodology, programming languages, compiler construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juriis Hartmanis</td>
<td>theory of computation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John E. Hopcroft</td>
<td>algorithms, robotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greg Johnson</td>
<td>programming environments, compilers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Karplus</td>
<td>VLSI, computer music, computer-aided design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dexter Kozen</td>
<td>computational complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abha Moitra</td>
<td>programming methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Nicolau</td>
<td>parallel computation, architecture, optimizing compilers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prakash Panangaden</td>
<td>programming languages and logics, mathematical foundations of semantics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerard Salton</td>
<td>information organization and retrieval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fred B. Schneider</td>
<td>concurrent programming, fault tolerance, distributed systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Solworth</td>
<td>VLSI design, computer-aided design, computer architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray Teitelbaum</td>
<td>programming languages and systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Toueg</td>
<td>computer networks and protocols, distributed computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Van Loan</td>
<td>numerical analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vijay Vazirani</td>
<td>algorithms, computational complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kay Wagner</td>
<td>applied logic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. Growth in the computer science faculty at Cornell. Since its establishment in 1965, the faculty has increased almost five-fold, with much of the increase occurring during the past five years. The numbers refer to full-time-equivalent positions.

five full professors, four associate professors, fourteen assistant professors, and one lecturer.

A DISTINGUISHED FACULTY: THE FUNDAMENTAL ASSET
Regardless of its size, a department can only be as good as its individual faculty members, and in this regard Cornell’s computer science department is clearly outstanding. Gerard Salton is an example. He received the first annual SIGIR (Special Interest Group in Information Retrieval) award in 1982 for long-lasting contributions to research in that area, and in 1983 the University of Helsinki recognized him for his research contributions. Another charter member of the department, Juris Hartmanis, was elected a member of the New York State Academy of Science in 1981, and that same year became the first computer scientist to receive an automatic extension to a National Science Foundation research grant under a program established just three years ago. And Özalp Babaoglu was a recipient of the 1982 Sakrison Memorial Prize at Berkeley for his work in developing the Berkeley-UNIX operating system, which is the major system used in most computer science departments.

Faculty effectiveness is demonstrated also by the success of students. Cornell Ph.D.s have done well both in academia and in industrial research. In 1983, for example, Tom Reps received the second Doctoral Dissertation Award of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) for his thesis Generating Language-Based Environments, written under the direction of Tim Teitelbaum. In 1977 Susan Owicki and David Gries received the ACM Award for the Best Paper in Programming Languages and Systems; it was based on her Ph.D. thesis Axiomatic Proof Techniques for Parallel Programs.

Ever since the department’s beginnings, the faculty has been prolific in publishing not only professional papers, but books and monographs (see Table III). In fact, more highly regarded texts appear to have originated at Cornell than at any other university. Many of these books have received wide acclaim and have been translated into other languages.

The department is well represented in professional activities at the national level. In a typical year it provides about twenty editors and members of editorial boards of respected journals and book series and eight to fifteen members of program committees for technical conferences. Working on editorial boards and program committees can be ardu-
### Table III.

**BOOKS BY MEMBERS OF THE COMPUTER SCIENCE FACULTY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Title and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>J. Hartmanis (with R. E. Stearns)</td>
<td><em>Algebraic structure of sequential machines.</em> Prentice-Hall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>R. Conway, W. L. Maxwell (with L. W. Miller)</td>
<td><em>Theory of scheduling.</em> Addison-Wesley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G. Salton</td>
<td><em>Automatic information organization and retrieval.</em> McGraw-Hill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P. Wegner</td>
<td><em>Programming languages, information structures and machine organization.</em> McGraw-Hill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>J. Hopcroft (with J. Ullman)</td>
<td><em>Formal languages and their relation to automata.</em> Addison-Wesley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>J. Hopcroft (with A. V. Aho and J. D. Ullman)</td>
<td><em>The design and analysis of computer algorithms.</em> Addison-Wesley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>G. Salton</td>
<td><em>Dynamic information and library processing.</em> Prentice-Hall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J. E. Donahue</td>
<td><em>Complementary definitions of programming language semantics.</em> Lecture notes on computer science, vol. 42. Springer-Verlag.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>R. Conway</td>
<td><em>A primer on disciplined programming.</em> Winthrop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R. Conway, D. Gries (with D. Wortman)</td>
<td><em>Introduction to structured programming using SP/k.</em> Winthrop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>R. Constable</td>
<td><em>A programming logic.</em> Winthrop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>R. Cartwright</td>
<td><em>A practical formal semantic definition and verification system for TYPED LISP.</em> Garland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>J. Hopcroft (with A. V. Aho and J. D. Ullman)</td>
<td><em>Data structures and algorithms.</em> Addison-Wesley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. Van Loan (with G. Golub)</td>
<td><em>Advanced matrix computations.</em> The Johns Hopkins Press.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F. B. Schneider (with six others)</td>
<td><em>Distributed systems: Methods and tools for specification.</em> Lecture notes in computer science, vol. 190. Springer-Verlag.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T. Reps</td>
<td><em>Generating language-based environments.</em> MIT Press.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ous and time-consuming, but it is an important way to provide leadership and help ensure high quality in a new and growing field.

The faculty should grow to about thirty members in the next five or six years. Especially needed are senior professors, to bring more balance into the department. (This year some progress seemed to be made when Dexter Kozen, a theoretician, came from an industrial research laboratory to an associate professorship at Cornell; however, another associate professor, Alan Demers, was lost to industry.) The department also needs to increase the number of research associates (currently there are three). Such growth in faculty and research staff is essential not only because of the increasing teaching load, but also because of the need for more education and research in computer science at Cornell and throughout the United States. Research in computer science is an increasingly vital part of the nation’s efforts to maintain technological and scientific leadership in today’s “information society”.

THE COMMITMENT TO UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

Although computer science at Cornell was originally conceived as a graduate program, the department has always taken its undergraduate teaching seriously. For example, in the early 1970s, drawing on strong faculty research interest in programming methodology, we assumed responsibility for teaching introductory programming to all engineering students. Today more than half of all Cornell undergraduates in the various colleges take at least one computer science course, and many nonmajors take junior- and senior-level courses simply because of their interest in the subject. The department performs a vital service for the whole University.

To help teach these courses, the department has continually developed appropriate software. The programming languages CORC and CUPL were introduced in the early 1960s. Dick Conway’s PL/C compiler, the first error-correcting load-and-go compiler, was used heavily throughout the 1970s for teaching programming not only at Cornell, but in many other universities. Tim Teitelbaum’s development of the Cornell Program Synthesizer on the Terak computer was the first serious effort to provide an interactive environment on microcomputers that was suitable for teaching large numbers of students. These contributions have placed Cornell at the forefront of the drive to provide urgently needed software aids for teaching programming.

The introductory programming courses are large. For example, the first course, CS100, has between 600 and 900 students each semester; the second course, CS211, has between 325 and 400. Generally, two faculty members are assigned to such a course, and they do the lecturing in large sections. Teaching assistants are in charge of recitations and optional lectures. Any student can get individual help from the teaching staff if that is necessary. And finally, undergraduate proctors—students who have been through the course—staff a consulting room for at least eight hours a day so that students can get help with their programs. We believe that these large courses are taught quite effectively—with our current resources there is no better way to teach them. Still, we feel

"Today more than half of all Cornell undergraduates... take at least one computer science course."
that the students would benefit from more individual attention than they are now getting. We would like to set up more recitation sections so that all the students could be accommodated in required sections of no more than thirty students each.

Our main problem is the tremendous growth in enrollments (see Figure 3). Since 1965–66, when instruction began, the number of courses taught by the department has increased eighteen-fold, and last year computer science professors had approximately twice the teaching load of the average College of Engineering faculty member.

Teaching in such a young field entails other problems. Each year new research uncovers new concepts, new ways of presenting material, and new software and hardware to teach with, and the continual change is felt at the undergraduate as well as the graduate level. Texts are often unsuitable and out of date. (In 1973 Conway and Gries wrote an introductory programming text that was used at Cornell for twelve years, but the switch to different machines and programming languages, as well as advances in the knowledge of programming, has made it obsolete.) And finally, the widespread use of computers in many academic areas besides computer science has created a whole new set of problems. These challenges tend to make teaching more exciting, of course, and give the faculty more opportunity to lead in the development of the field. The large number of textbooks written by Cornell computer science professors is evidence of this leadership.

Throughout the first ten years, the department felt it was best for a student interested in computer science to minor in that field and major in another area such as mathematics, physics, or linguistics. The thought was that in such a new field it would take time for the faculty to determine what concepts were important and lasting, and which should be taught in an undergraduate curriculum. Further, it was important to educate people in other fields to use computers intelligently. Accordingly, the department taught many undergraduate courses but gave no undergraduate degree.

Pressures for an academic major increased in the late 1970s, however, and in 1978 the department established two programs leading to undergraduate degrees: the Bachelor of Science in the College of Engineering and the Bachelor of Arts in the College of Arts and Sciences. The programs are going strong. In 1984–85 there were 220 computer science majors, and thirty-five B.S. and forty-six A.B. degrees were awarded. Last year the Association for Computer Science Undergraduates (ACSU) was formed on campus. More communication between students and the faculty has been promoted also through the efforts of our undergraduate administrator, Michele Fish. These initiatives have created a friendlier and more satisfactory environment for the undergraduates.

Unfortunately, the establishment and growth of the two undergraduate programs has created additional strain in the department, for the faculty has not grown in proportion to the workload. Our professors advise computer science majors from two colleges in programs that have different requirements. And
of course the number of students in junior- and senior-level courses has increased and continues to rise; some 400-level courses have had more than one hundred students enrolled.

In his recent state-of-the-University address, Cornell President Frank H. T. Rhodes set forth as a major goal the provision of "diversified, distinctive, and distinguished undergraduate programs". In the efforts to achieve this goal, the computer and the science of computing should play important roles, the former as a tool and the latter as an aid in understanding how the tool might be used. An equally important function of computer science is to contribute exciting new scientific concepts through vigorous research activity. With adequate resources, the Cornell department intends to fulfill its responsibilities in reaching President Rhodes's goal.

MAKING ROOM FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE

In 1965 the Department of Computer Science was housed in a few offices on the north side of the fourth floor of Upson Hall. (The four large rooms on the south side were being used to teach drafting.) Since then, the department has expanded by encroaching on the space of others. Such expansion was not too difficult in the early 1970s, but it became a critical problem toward the end of the decade as the College buildings became more and more crowded. In his 1980-81 annual report, Chairman Hartmanis wrote that "the most urgent need for the department is space. Doubling our space would just barely take care of our needs for the next five years. Critical problems include the crowded conditions for the students, the lack of a conference room, and the lack of space for consulting for undergraduate courses." Although it was not recognized at the time, the accommodation of equipment as well as people mandated expansion. Over the past seven years, research in computer science at Cornell has changed from a pencil-and-paper operation to a laboratory enterprise using millions of dollars worth of computing equipment. Thus began the department's long, earnest lobbying for more room, an
effort that is finally getting results. This fall construction begins on a $6.8-million addition to Upson Hall for Computer Science that will provide an additional 22,000 net square feet of space (see Figures 4 and 5). Including the third- and fourth-floor space the department now occupies in Upson, Computer Science will have about 37,000 square feet to house its 150 people and its equipment. For the first time, the department will have adequate conference rooms, computing laboratories, administrative office space, and room to house its graduate students. There will be a special robotics laboratory, and a lounge with pantry. The addition will be completely wired for the department's distributed computing facility so that a workstation or terminal connected to the department's central computing faculty can be placed on the desk of every faculty member, staff member, and graduate student. Because of the computing equipment, the addition will be completely air-conditioned.

Meanwhile, the department struggles to maintain a sense of community while being housed in parts of three buildings. Some thirty graduate students and the graduate faculty representative, Charlie Van Loan, are in Carpenter, forty graduate students are in Kimball, and the rest of the department is in Upson. Use of the College's Ethernet, a computer communications network, allows us to have central computing accessible from each location and is one of the reasons this temporary arrangement is feasible.

**BUILDING THE CAPABILITIES OF THE DEPARTMENT**

Until the late 1970s computer scientists at Cornell were content to use the University's computing facilities. Software projects were in progress, but much of the research was theoretical rather than experimental and just didn't require computers. The department purchased the first computer of its own, a PDP 11/60, in 1977 on a National Science Foundation (NSF) research grant, and that began an era of rapid expansion into the world of experimental computing. One year later, for example, Tim Teitelbaum had finished the first version of his Cornell Program Synthesizer, which provided a much improved programming tool, and Cornell's Computer Services was persuaded to buy enough Teraks so that the new software could be used in course work. As a result, the beginning programming course, CS100, could be taught using a much more effective computing environment.

In 1980 the department was awarded a Coordinated Experimental Research (CER) grant in a new NSF program to equip computer science departments. Our proposal centered around the programming process, since the research of so many of our faculty members in-
The distributed computing facility of the Department of Computer Science has more CPU units than the entire University had ten years ago. A list of the equipment is given in Table IV.

Right: The department's facilities include computing equipment provided through a Coordinated Experimental Research (CER) grant from the National Science Foundation. Terminals are set up in an adjacent room (see the photograph on the inside front cover).

involved programming in one way or another. The grant provided $2.5 million over five years for computing equipment and an operating staff of four. It propelled Cornell into the forefront in a number of experimental research areas, including distributed computing, programming environments, program verification, theorem proving, and robotics.

During the past few years, the department has received several additional NSF equipment grants. The most recent, for $240,000, will be used to acquire a Gould computer that will at least double our UNIX computing cycles. Last year Xerox contributed thirty workstations (called Dandelions) and associated equipment, a gift estimated to be worth about $1 million. Other gifts and grants from AT&T, General Electric, Gould, Hewlett-Packard, and IBM have helped us build a departmental computing facility that now has more raw computing power than Computer Services had for the whole University ten years ago.

Our facility is truly a distributed system, with more than fifty workstations and many more terminals on desks and in public rooms, all connected to our central computers (see Table IV).

Table IV.
The Department's Computing Facility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Central Facility</th>
<th>Workstations and Microcomputers</th>
<th>Peripheral Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 PDP 11/60</td>
<td>40 Xerox Dandelions</td>
<td>3 laser printers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 VAX/750s</td>
<td>9 Suns</td>
<td>3 spinwriters and diablos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 VAX/780s</td>
<td>4 Symbolics LISP machines</td>
<td>2 line printers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Gould/9080</td>
<td>3 HP workstations</td>
<td>1 hard-copy graphics printer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13 Macintoshes</td>
<td>1 robot arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 IBM PC</td>
<td>1 video recorder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Everyone, including the administrative staff, uses the facility daily for such operations as word processing and electronic mail service, as well as for research. We anticipate expanding the system so that there is a workstation on every desk and enough "computing cycles" to accommodate the expanding experimental program.

In addition to serving departmental needs, our computing facility functions as the gateway for the entire University to national electronic nets such as the ARPA net and CSnet. The software and
administration support for this has been provided entirely by our technical staff of four. Frequently we also provide consulting service and assistance to other units of the University that have questions about networking, word processing, operating systems, etc. Last spring, for example, the department worked with Computer Services and the Center for Theory and Simulation in Science and Engineering (the new supercomputing facility, commonly called the Theory Center) to establish needed computer linkages. Also, the University facilities at Langmuir Laboratory were linked to other parts of the campus through our computing facility using PROnet, a token ring system. This year we wrote software that allows the Xerox Dandelions to be integrated into our UNIX environments. Some of this software will be inserted into the new Berkeley 4.3 operating system release and distributed to other universities.

In maintaining, operating, and improving the facilities, an important factor is industrial support. The recently established Industrial Affiliates Program in Computer Science should bring in some of the funds needed for equipment maintenance (this alone costs more than $100,000 a year), as well as for expanding the research program. Corporate members benefit as well as contribute: they have closer contact with our research—joint projects are possible—and with our students.

As we look forward to larger, well-equipped quarters, we foresee the need to expand our personnel as well. We feel we have done very well, with a technical staff of only four, to provide hardware and software support and consulting advice to other groups in the University. But we would like to be able to interact more with units such as the Theory Center and the College of Engineering's Computer-Aided Design Instructional Facility (CADIF). We hope to double the computing facility staff and add more faculty members and research associates.

After twenty years of existence, Cornell's Department of Computer Science is coming of age. The prospects are for continued health and strength in a productive period of maturity.

David Gries, professor of computer science at Cornell, contributes this article in the Quarterly as chairman of his department. He also collaborated on an accompanying article about his specialty, programming methodology.

His research interests include related topics such as programming languages and compiler construction. In addition to editing a 1978 book on programming methodology, he has written widely used texts on compiler construction (1971), introductory programming (1973), and the "science" of programming (1981). He is on a committee of the Association for Computing Machinery to review the contents of lower-level computer science courses.

Gries' honors include a Guggenheim fellowship, which enabled him to spend the 1984-85 academic year at Oxford University, England. In 1981 he spent a month in China on the Distinguished Scholar Exchange Program.

He received his Ph.D. in mathematics in Munich, Germany, in 1966, and came to Cornell in 1969 after three years as an assistant professor at Stanford University.
IMMEDIATE COMPUTATION

Or How to Keep a Personal Computer Busy

by Tim Teitelbaum and Thomas Reps

The trip between the keypunch and the computer center was a very familiar route to early computer users. Data prepared in advance were submitted as batches of input to be processed by the central machine.

Timesharing improved matters considerably. The interval between successive runs was reduced from hours to seconds and the trip to the computer center was eliminated. The essence of the batch mode—an alternation between data preparation and program execution—remained dominant, however, even under interactive timesharing.

Today a new way of computing is taking hold. The inexpensive microprocessors of personal computers, more powerful than yesterday's costly mainframes, are bringing about a shift from batch processing to immediate computation. And the trend appears certain to continue: far more powerful microprocessor workstations are just around the corner.

In the immediate mode of computation, each modification to data has instantaneous effect, since the editing function is embedded within the application program itself. An important result is that a computation is always consistent with the current state of the data, thereby providing useful immediate feedback to the user as the data are manipulated. Extra steps are required, of course, because the data pass through many intermediate states not apparent in the batch mode. These extra steps are acceptable, however, because immediate processing can use surplus processing capacity. (While the unused cycles of timeshared computers are at the disposal of others, the spare cycles of single-user computers are only wasted.)

The trend away from batch processing and toward immediate computation is illustrated by developments in three areas:

- Recent word-processing systems use the immediate-computation paradigm. In the traditional batch-process mode, an input file, consisting of interleaved formatting commands and textual data, is prepared using a conventional text editor. The page layout is created only when this file is submitted to a document compiler. With the newer systems, formatting is performed interactively on a character-by-character basis, and at all times the screen resembles the final page layout. Such editors are called WYSIWYG, because What You See Is What You Get (see Figure 1).

- Electronic spreadsheets, which have become very popular, depend on immediate computation. In such a system a collection of related arithmetic calculations is displayed on the screen and a modification to any of the constants in the formulas causes all affected computations to be updated immediately (see Figure 2).

- In computer programming, "dumb" text editors are being replaced by "smart" editors. In the traditional method, the program prepared with a dumb editor is submitted to a compiler for analysis, error reporting, and code generation. This is unnecessary with smart editors because they exploit language-specific knowledge embedded within them to provide all these services while the program is being edited. Errors are detected early and the delay for compilation is eliminated. As in a WYSIWYG text editor, formatting
"...each modification to data has instantaneous effect."

Figure 1. A comparison of word processing by a batch method (a) and by an immediate-processing method (b). The information displayed in a is used by the batch-oriented word-processing software of the UNIX operating system. This typical input file consists of the interleaved text and commands from which the formatted document of b would be produced.

With a WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) editor, the formatted page, such as the one in b, is displayed on the screen at all times while the document is being modified.

Figure 2. An electronic spreadsheet, an example of immediate computation. The screen is instantly updated in response to each editing revision.

In this example, the Item, UnitPrice, and Quantity columns are user data: the Amount column and the Total are results of computations. A change in data would immediately be reflected in the computations. For example, if the Quantity of pens were changed, the Amount and the Total would be immediately re-computed and displayed. Entering an improper value such as a nonarithmetic Quantity would result in a error message.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>UnitPrice</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pen</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pad</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$3.25 Total
according to program structure is immediate, and as in an electronic spreadsheet, each modification to the program causes all affected analysis, error detection, and code generation to be immediately updated. Our Cornell Program Synthesizer was one of the earliest programming systems to incorporate a smart editor. Since 1979, when it was introduced for instruction in introductory programming, the Synthesizer has become widely recognized as a model for the future development of highly interactive, professional programming environments (see Figure 3).

THE NEED FOR INCREMENTAL ALGORITHMS

Widespread adoption of the immediate mode of computation by new application software is making the study of incremental algorithms very important.

Suppose a program computes the function \( f \) on the user’s data \( x \). If the program follows the immediate-computation paradigm, then the moment the user changes the data from \( x \) to \( x' \), the program must compute \( f(x') \) and discard \( f(x) \). Of course, \( f(x') \) could be calculated from scratch, but this would usually be too slow to provide instant response. What is needed is an algorithm that reuses as much old information as possible. Because the increment from \( x \) to \( x' \) is often small, the increment from \( f(x) \) to \( f(x') \) will also be small, provided that \( f \) is continuous. An algorithm that uses information in the old value \( f(x) \) to compute the new value \( f(x') \) is called incremental.

The advantage of an incremental algorithm is illustrated by what happens on the screen when a document is corrected on a word processor that has a WYSIWYG editor. In the WYSIWYG editor, \( f(x) \) would be the initial formatted document and \( f(x') \) would be the corrected version. Suppose a small change, such as inserting a single character in the middle of a document, is made. It is possible that a major change in the format would result, but this is unlikely for two reasons: independence and quiescence. The format of the text that precedes the inserted character in no way depends on that character, and is thus unaffected by the change. This is independence. In the text that follows the inserted character, the format might change only locally, and even if the inserted character caused some words to snake around to succeeding lines, the propagation of changes would die out and—at least if there is enough space on the last line of the paragraph to prevent the addition of an extra line—the remainder of the document would be unaffected. This is quiescence. An incremental formatting algorithm can exploit independence and quiescence so that the minimal amount of reanalysis is done.

We can distinguish between two approaches to incremental algorithms: selective recomputation and differential evaluation. In selective recomputation, values independent of changed data are never recomputed. Values that are dependent on changed data are recomputed, but after each partial result is obtained, the old and new values of that part are compared, and when changes die out, no further recomputations take place. In differential evaluation, rather than recomputing \( f(x') \) in terms of the new data \( x' \), the old value \( f(x) \) is updated by some difference \( \Delta f \) computed as a function of \( x, x', \) and \( f(x) \).

The spreadsheet example of Figure 2 can be used to illustrate the two approaches.

To illustrate selective recomputation, let us suppose that UnitPrice\textsubscript{pen} and Quantity\textsubscript{pen} are changed to $1.00 and 1, respectively. Dependency information can be used to determine that Amount\textsubscript{pad} need not be recomputed, since it cannot change. Although Amount\textsubscript{pen} must be recomputed, it turns out to be unchanged, and therefore Total need not be recomputed.

To illustrate differential evaluation, let us suppose that UnitPrice\textsubscript{pen} is changed to $1.00 and Quantity\textsubscript{pen} is left unchanged. Then the differences

\[
\Delta\text{UnitPrice}_{\text{pen}} = \$0.50 \\
\Delta\text{Amount}_{\text{pen}} = \Delta\text{UnitPrice}_{\text{pen}} \times \text{Quantity}_{\text{pen}} = \$1.00 \\
\Delta\text{Total} = \Delta\text{Amount}_{\text{pen}} = \$1.00
\]

can be computed and used for updating Amount\textsubscript{pen} and Total. Note that with differential evaluation, even if there are hundreds of lines of data, Total can be updated in a single addition.
Figure 3. Three screen images taken from the authors' Pascal program editor to illustrate its immediate error-analysis capability.

The Pascal program in a shows the names size, index, list, and A defined in terms of one another. In b, after redefinition of size from 10 to x, an error message appears because the name x has nowhere been defined. Changing x to 9 instantly removes this error, but introduces another at a distant location, as illustrated in c.

This editor is, in effect, a spreadsheet for Pascal programs: the computations, updated after each editing transaction and displayed on the screen, concern the structural correctness of the given program.

Photograph below: An initial version of the "smart" editor illustrated in Figure 3 was used for several years at Cornell for instruction in introductory programming.

```pascal
program p;
const
  size = 10;
{Figures 3a, 3b, and 3c}
type
  index = 1 .. size;
  list = array [index] of integer;
var
  A: list;
begin
  A[10] := 0
end.
```

```pascal
program p;
const
  size = x {--NOT A DEFINED CONSTANT NAME};
type
  index = 1 .. size;
  list = array [index] of integer;
var
  A: list;
begin
  A[10] := 0
end.
```

```pascal
program p;
const
  size = 9;
type
  index = 1 .. size;
  list = array [index] of integer;
var
  A: list;
begin
  A[10 {--SUBSCRIPT OUT OF BOUNDS}] := 0
end.
```
SCALING UP THE CORNELL PROGRAM SYNTHESIZER

Sophisticated incremental algorithms were not used in the smart editor of the prototype Cornell Program Synthesizer because exhaustive recomputation was fast enough for small student programs. But before such systems can have a major effect in improving the productivity of software production, they must be scaled up to meet professional requirements. The original Synthesizer whetted appetites, but offered no algorithmic solution to the scaling problem.

In 1981, therefore, the Synthesizer group turned its attention to the fundamental problem of incremental analysis in smart editing environments. In an early paper we proposed the use of a formalism known as *attribute grammars* and showed how incremental analysis could be done in this framework. A major breakthrough occurred when Reps discovered an optimal incremental attribute-updating algorithm. It follows the selective-recomputation paradigm described above, and is optimal in the sense that the amount of processing required in response to a given editing change is linearly proportional to the amount of computed information that changes in value.

ADAPTING SPECIFICATIONS FOR IMMEDIATE COMPUTATION

Traditional systems make use of *imperative programming* languages, in which computation follows an ordered sequence of actions—that is, each action is specified as a function of the previous state. Imperative programming is appropriate for batch-mode computation, in which an input file is processed sequentially, but it is inappropriate for immediate-mode computation, in which data are inserted and deleted in arbitrary order.

When there is no predetermined order for data and immediate computation is desired, a *declarative specification* is called for. This defines a collection of simultaneous equations whose solution is the desired computation. The salient features of declarative specifications are (1) the order of solution is left unspecified, and (2) the dependence of variables on data and on one another is implicit in the equations. Whenever the data change, an incremental algorithm is used to re-solve the equations, retaining as much as possible of the previous solution.

For example, the “program” executing the spreadsheet of Figure 2 is merely the set of equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{UnitPrice}_{\text{pen}} &= \$0.50 \\
\text{Quantity}_{\text{pen}} &= 2 \\
\text{UnitPrice}_{\text{pad}} &= \$0.75 \\
\text{Quantity}_{\text{pad}} &= 3 \\
\text{Amount}_{\text{pen}} &= \text{UnitPrice}_{\text{pen}} \times \text{Quantity}_{\text{pen}} \\
\text{Amount}_{\text{pad}} &= \text{UnitPrice}_{\text{pad}} \times \text{Quantity}_{\text{pad}} \\
\text{Total} &= \text{Amount}_{\text{pen}} + \text{Amount}_{\text{pad}}.
\end{align*}
\]

Changing data is, in effect, changing some of the equations, after which those equations and perhaps other equations must be re-solved.

The attribute-grammar formalism adopted by the Synthesizer group for defining the smart part of program editors is exactly such a declarative specification language. An attribute grammar defines, for each program that a user may create, a corresponding set of simultaneous equations whose sol-

"Much of the capacity of hardware...is currently going to waste."
ution expresses the deductions of the smart editor about the given program. Each unknown variable in these equations represents a deduction relevant at a particular point in the program. During editing, each modification to the program causes a related change in the set of equations and their solution. Error messages that appear and disappear on the screen (as in Figure 3) are merely the values of textual variables that change from time to time as the equations are re-solved. The accomplishment of our optimal updating algorithm is that equations arising in the setting of attribute grammars can be incrementally re-solved so that the amount of computation, and therefore the cost, is proportional to the number of variables that actually change value.

The expertise of future smart editors will not be restricted to programming languages. In fact, any application that follows the immediate-computation paradigm is, in effect, a smart editor. Because many of these editors will share similar computational requirements, it is effective to implement generators of smart editing systems. Such a generator provides a declarative language which, when compiled together with an incremental updating algorithm, creates the desired application editor.

The Cornell Synthesizer Generator is one such editor generator. Already it has been used to produce editors for a variety of applications: prototype WYSIWYG editors for both text and mathematical formulas, an editor that verifies the correctness of a proof in mathematical logic, program editors for several different programming languages, and even a smart editor for manipulating a database of facts about historic landmarks. A parallel effort, in the program PEOGEN directed by Gregory Johnson of the computer science faculty, has the same goal but is exploring different strategies for providing an interface with the user and for incremental updating. With two groups working in smart-editor generation, Cornell is one of the leading centers for research in this important emerging area of computer science.

Today's powerful stand-alone computers provide virtually free processing. But to make full use of their potential, the impressive advances in hardware must be accompanied by the development of appropriate, innovative software. Much of the capacity of hardware, which can perform millions of operations between every pair of consecutive keystrokes, is currently going to waste. Smart editors know how to use that capacity.

Tim Teitelbaum and Thomas Reps have collaborated in the field of language-based programming systems since 1978. Teitelbaum is an associate professor of computer science. He has often taught the course CS100, which each year introduces more than twelve hundred Cornell undergraduates to computer programming. He holds the B.S. degree in mathematics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Ph.D. in computer science from Carnegie-Mellon University. He has been a member of the faculty here since 1973.

Reps received the B.A. degree in applied mathematics from Harvard University and the Ph.D. in computer science from Cornell. His thesis, written under Teitelbaum’s direction, received the 1983 Doctoral Dissertation Award of the Association for Computing Machinery. This fall Reps joined the faculty of computer science at the University of Wisconsin as an assistant professor.
A METAPHOR: THE COORDINATED ATTACK PROBLEM

Two allied armies occupy the mountains on opposite sides of a valley, with an enemy army between them. If they mount a coordinated attack, they will win; otherwise, defeat is certain. Alice and Bob, the generals of the allied armies, can only communicate with each other by sending messengers through enemy territory. When messengers are caught, they never divulge the contents of their messages—but of course the messages are not delivered.

Can the generals exchange messages so as to coordinate an attack? Unfortunately for the allies, the answer is no. Alice cannot commit her army to attack after sending the message

\[ m_1: \text{"Bob: Attack tomorrow, Alice"} \]

because she cannot be certain that Bob received it. She needs to know whether her messenger got through. However, having Bob reply with an acknowledgment message

\[ m_2: \text{"Alice: Received your note, Bob"} \]

doesn't help. This is because even if Alice receives the acknowledgment, she must reason as follows.

Bob doesn't know whether the messenger carrying his message (m2) got through. Thus, Bob doesn't know if I know whether he got my message. I won't attack unless I am certain that he will attack, and he knows this. Therefore, he must conclude that I won't attack, until he knows that I know that he got my message.

Alice can send an acknowledgment for m2 to Bob:

\[ m_3: \text{"Bob: Received your acknowledgment, Alice"} \]

But this still isn't enough. Alice must receive an acknowledgment from Bob for m3, and then Bob needs an acknowledgment for that, and so on. What is required? Alice must know the decision, Bob must know the decision, Alice must know that Bob knows the decision, Bob must know that Alice knows the decision, Alice must know that Bob knows that Alice knows the decision, Bob must know that Alice knows that Bob knows the decision, etc.

To prove that there is no protocol that allows Alice and Bob to coordinate an attack, we can assume there is a protocol and derive a contradiction. Suppose Alice and Bob use a protocol that requires the fewest number of messages. Consider the last message sent. Suppose it was sent by Alice to Bob. (The other possibility is symmetric.) Clearly, Alice's decision whether to attack must be independent of the delivery of the last message she sent to Bob. Moreover, Bob's decision must also be independent of whether he received the last message, since the protocol is correct and therefore ensures a coordinated attack even if this message is lost. The last message doesn't affect the behavior of Alice or Bob, so it must be redundant. This, however, contradicts the assumption that the protocol required the fewest number of messages.
REACHING AGREEMENT
A Fundamental Task—
Even in Distributed Computer Systems

by Fred B. Schneider, Özalp Babaoğlu,
Kenneth P. Birman, and Sam Toueg

Coordinating computers can be as
difficult as coordinating the actions of
people.

The problem arises in working with a
distributed computing system, which
consists of a collection of computers
interconnected by communication
channels. The computers are usually
physically separated, and therefore if
they fail, they do so independently. This
makes it possible for such a system to
be fault-tolerant, for data and tasks can
be replicated so that if one computer
fails, the others can assume its work.
Unfortunately, coordinating the actions
of a collection of computers when
failures must be tolerated can be dif-
ficult, if not (provably) impossible.

A provably impossible form of co-
ordination is illustrated in the metaphor
recounted on the facing page. In the
Coordinated Attack Problem, each of
the generals can be thought of as a
computer and the unreliable messenger
as an imperfect communications chan-
nel. In terms of the metaphor, we prove
that if the communications channel
connecting two fault-tolerant computers
can lose messages, it is impossible for
the computers to agree on whether or
not to perform an action suggested by
one of them.

Is the Coordinated Attack Problem
of practical interest? Unfortunately, it
is. If information is to be replicated at
computers so that it can remain avail-
able despite possible failure of some of
those computers, then some arrange-
ment must be made for the replicated
data to be kept consistent. This mandates
that when one copy of the data is
updated, all available copies be updated.
Performing the update is an instance of
the Coordinated Attack Problem: either
all or none of the available copies must
be updated.

ATTACKING THE BYZANTINE
GENERALS PROBLEM
A second example, the Byzantine
Generals Problem, demonstrates an-
other practical problem in distributed
computing systems. This problem differs
from the Coordinated Attack Problem
in two ways. First, Byzantine generals
can be traitors and exhibit arbitrary and
malicious behavior; in the Coordinated

THE BYZANTINE GENERALS PROBLEM
The generals of the Byzantine army are preparing a final campaign. There are $N$
generals, of whom $t$, at most, are traitors. The traitorous generals are not known to
the others, but may collude and attempt to foil a coordinated attack by the rest. As
long as the armies controlled by the nontraitorous generals all attack or all retreat,
the campaign will be successful.

The Commanding General, known to all the others, decides whether the army
should attack. Generals communicate by means of a reliable messenger service. A
protocol is needed that will achieve Byzantine Agreement:

Agreement. All nontraitorous generals execute the same action.
Validity. If the Commanding General is not a traitor, then all nontraitorous
generals execute her command.
"The generals correspond to processors, traitors...to faulty processors, and the Commanding General’s order...to the value of the sensor being read."

Attack Problem, generals always exhibited correct behavior. Second, Byzantine generals have access to reliable communication; in the Coordinated Attack Problem, communication was not reliable.

The Byzantine Generals Problem must be solved whenever processing is replicated in order to counteract the effects of failures in a computing system. This is the basis for triple-modular-redundancy (TMR), which is used by the computing system on board the space shuttle, as well as in other applications in which fault-tolerance is required. The idea is simple. If all processors read the same input from sensors and process it using the same program, then all non-faulty processors will produce identical results. Thus, as long as a majority of the processors are non-faulty, simply voting on the outputs produced by the processors will produce the correct action. A key premise, however, is that all non-faulty processors read the same input. Simply reading from sensors does not ensure that all correct processors will agree on these inputs—a faulty sensor might furnish different values to different processors.

A protocol is required that will permit the non-faulty processors to agree on the value of the sensor. A trivial solution to this problem would be for processors always to use the same value, say 0. This is clearly unacceptable. An agreement protocol must also ensure that if the sensor is non-faulty, processors actually use its value in their computation.

A solution to the Byzantine Generals Problem is exactly the needed protocol. The generals correspond to processors, traitors correspond to faulty processors, and the Commanding General’s order corresponds to the value of the sensor being read.

PROCEEDING BEYOND BYZANTIUM
Research aimed at developing and understanding the Coordinated Attack Problem and the Byzantine Generals Problem is actively being pursued at Cornell, M.I.T., and IBM’s research laboratory at San Jose. By identifying those aspects of the environment that influence the cost of achieving agreement, researchers learn how to construct agreement protocols that are well suited for particular applications. For example, suppose that the communication channels link only pairs of processors and that up to \( t \) processors might be faulty; in this case, achieving agreement can take as many as \( t+1 \) rounds of message exchange. This is because a faulty processor can send conflicting information along disjoint routes to other processors and can generate spurious messages and then pretend to be forwarding them on behalf of other processors.

One of us (Babaoglu) has recently shown that as few as two rounds suffice to establish Byzantine Agreement if all processors share broadcast channels. In fact, there exists a continuum of Byzantine Agreement protocols that require between 2 and \( t+1 \) rounds, depending on the number of broadcast channels available and the interconnection topology of processors. Faster agreement protocols are possible when more processors share more broadcast channels. Clearly, there are trade-offs
involving delay, fault-tolerance, and hardware cost. Broadcast channels help to speed up Byzantine Agreement because when a faulty processor broadcasts a message on such a channel, it has witnesses to its action. Subsequent attempts to send conflicting information can then be detected and ignored by other processors. The Xerox Ethernet and most other local-area communication networks support the requisite broadcast property for these protocols, making them quite practical.

Byzantine Agreement can be made practical even when broadcast channels are not available. It turns out that \( t+1 \) rounds are necessary to reach agreement only if \( t \) failures actually occur during execution of the agreement protocol. If \( f \) failures occur, where \( f < t \), agreement can be achieved in fewer rounds. Thus, the cost of execution is proportional to the amount of fault-tolerance actually needed. Another of us (Toueg) recently was involved in the development of such an early-stopping protocol. It can tolerate as many as \( N/3 \) faulty processors and terminates in \( 2t+3 \) rounds. Since most executions of the protocol are failure-free, agreement is typically achieved in three rounds. And when \( t \) failures occur, the protocol is as efficient as the best previously known protocols—even those that do not support early stopping.

**INEXACT AGREEMENTS AND FAULT TOLERANCE**

One can devise fast agreement protocols that do not achieve agreement and validity, but come close. For example, an Inexact Agreement (formulated by Schneider) allows processors, each of which has its own value, to converge on some value. While this would not be very useful when the Byzantine generals must decide whether to attack or retreat, it is perfectly appropriate for applications such as clock synchronization. Clocks on computers typically run at different rates and are difficult to synchronize because delays in message delivery are variable—receipt of the message “It is 9:00”, for example, tells the receiver very little about what time it is now; it tells only at what time the message was sent. On the other hand, having synchronized clocks can be quite useful, especially in a system intended to be fault-tolerant, since it is easy to detect that a processor has halted by noting that it has taken too long for an expected reply to arrive. An Inexact Agreement can form the basis for a clock synchronization protocol: periodically, processors use Inexact Agreement to agree on a clock value and then reset their local clocks accordingly.

Byzantine Agreement and other protocols that underlie the construction of fault-tolerant systems are complex and subtle. The ISIS Project (under Birman’s direction) is concerned with packaging such protocols and building tools that a programmer can use to convert a fault-intolerant program into a fault-tolerant one without worrying about the details of agreement and replication. ISIS programmers have access to a broadcast (agreement) routine that can be used to disseminate information to copies of program modules. The system also provides failure-monitoring facilities so that an ISIS program can reconfigure itself in response to failures. A prototype ISIS is now running on the computer science department’s network of DEC VAX
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11/780's and SUN Workstations. It has been used to build a number of fault-tolerant application systems and has performed surprisingly well.

Reaching agreements and tolerating faults are modes of conduct for computer-to-computer as well as person-to-person communication. At least in the world of computers, we are finding that logic and imagination are the keys to implementation.
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PROGRAMMING METHODOLOGY
Making a Science Out of an Art

by David Gries and Fred B. Schneider

It doesn't take too long for an intelligent, scientifically oriented person to learn to cobble programs together in FORTRAN, BASIC, or Pascal. Sure, there are mistakes, but everyone makes mistakes, so one simply spends the necessary time debugging. And one gets better at programming simply by doing lots of it. So what do they teach about programming? What is there to it?

This attitude is common and may even be reasonable for casual programming. For any serious programming, however, it invites disaster. A casual program bears little resemblance to the system of a thousand to a million lines of codes that a professional must be able to write (and read) in concert with as many as fifty other people. Such a program must be correct, as simple as possible, and capable of being readily understood, modified, and used by others.

How does one write programs that satisfy these requirements? That was the subject of a NATO conference held in Germany in 1968. At the conference the term software crisis was often heard, for there was indeed a crisis. The programming industry was being asked to develop larger and more complicated systems of programs, and they didn't have the expertise to do so effectively. The conference led to world-wide recognition that programming was indeed a difficult intellectual activity. The term software engineering was coined there to denote the collection of technical and managerial techniques used in the "software life cycle"—in the planning, analysis, design, implementation, testing, documentation, distribution, and maintenance of a programming system—and research in all these aspects began in earnest.

A SCIENCE CONCERNED WITH MENTAL TOOLS
At Cornell, prompted partly by our lack of understanding of how to teach programming, we became involved in the study of methods for developing and understanding programs, a field that has become known as programming methodology.

Programming methodology has been a central theme in the Cornell department for fifteen years and has influenced our work in other areas. For example, ideas about the process of program development influence thought on compiler construction, programming-language design, structured editors, debugging tools, "pretty printers" (which print a program in an indented format in accordance with the program structure), and computer verification of the correctness of a program or, indeed, of any mathematical proof. These related areas deal with supplemental tools used by the programmer; programming methodology in its narrowest sense is more concerned with the mental tools that are needed.

Research done so far has convinced us that programming can become a science, based on the knowledge and application of principles, rather than an art, which can be learned simply by watching and doing. We have discovered that programming at its best is a mathematical activity, requiring from the programmer all the taste, elegance, and desire for simplicity that characterizes mathematicians. Our exper-
ience has greatly influenced how we teach programming and how we present algorithms in higher-level courses. So far, most of the research has dealt with small programs, but larger ones are being considered.

In this article we describe some of the basic ideas involved in programming methodology. We use only one small example, but this should be enough to whet your appetite for more. Toward the end we present a couple of problems with the solutions we developed; we encourage you to try to solve them before looking at the solutions.

TAMING COMPLEXITY: THE FIRST NECESSITY
As any programmer will tell you, even a ten-line program can be complex and difficult to understand. Think, then, of the complexity of a ten-thousand-line program! Somehow, the programmer must master the complexity, must prevent it from rearing its ugly head.

The amount of work required to understand a program must be proportional to its length. This will only be the case if the program structure and the interactions between the program segments are kept simple. And the longer the program, the more important it is to keep things simple. Computer science already has a branch called computational complexity; in contrast, we like to call the field of programming methodology computational simplicity.

How do we achieve simplicity? The general method is to introduce suitable notations and use abstraction: various aspects of a problem are brought to the fore and others are hidden in the background to be dealt with later. New formalisms are developed, along with notations that allow the expression of concepts and the manipulation of formulas in various ways in order to prove things about them. In essence, mathematics is used, as in any scientific field, to master complexity.

In our research we have turned mostly to formal logic to help us determine what is meant by correctness of a program, for without knowing that, it is difficult to write correct programs. This has led to definitions of programming languages in terms of correctness rather than in terms of how a program is executed. And from these mathematical definitions, theories and principles for developing programs have arisen.

This does not mean that every program must be developed and proved correct in a formal manner. It does mean, however, that the programmer with a sound knowledge of the theory and principles behind program correctness and program development can use them in an informal manner, relying on the formalism when it is needed—when the problems become more complex.

WHAT DOES PROGRAM CORRECTNESS MEAN?
A program (or a segment of one) is correct if its execution, begun in any "reasonable" state, ends in a desired final state. That is: if its input variables have proper values, then so will its output variables.

We describe sets of reasonable or desired states by true-false statements, called assertions, about the program variables. To illustrate, let us suppose we want a program \( S \) to store in an array the cubes of the first \( n \) natural numbers, where integer value \( n \) is at least 0 and the array is denoted by \( b[0..n-1] \). (By convention, if \( n = 0 \) the array is assumed to be empty.) For example, if we execute the program with \( n = 4 \), the resulting array will be \( b[0] = 0, b[1] = 1, b[2] = 8, b[3] = 27 \).

Below, we specify \( S \) by giving a precondition \( P \) that describes the set of possible initial states and a postcondition \( R \) that describes the corresponding final states. In assertion \( R \), the phrase \( 0 \leq i < n \) means we are interested only in integers at least 0 and less than \( n \); for such integers \( i \), \( b[i] = i^3 \).

\[ P: n \geq 0 \]
\[ R, (\text{for all } i: 0 \leq i < n: b[i] = i^3) \]

We say that \( S \) is correct with respect to \( P \) and \( R \), written as \( \{ P \} S \{ R \} \), if execution of \( S \) begun in a state in which \( P \) is true terminates in a state in which \( R \) is true. Nothing is said about execution of \( S \) begun in a state in which \( P \) is not true.

HOW CAN CORRECTNESS BE PROVED?
It is difficult to prove \( \{ P \} S \{ R \} \) using only our operational understanding of how \( S \) is executed. Given some initial state, we can execute the program by hand (or let the computer do it) to determine what the final state is, but to prove correctness using this approach we would have to execute the program once for each possible initial state, and most of us don't have time for that! No, a way must be found that allows us to deduce correctness without relying on the notion of execution, and this calls for a mathematical theory of correctness. For each kind of statement, we need a definition that gives the pairs of pre- and post-conditions related by it.
The theory will tell us, for example, that the following are true about the assignments $x := 0$ and $x := x + 1$ to integer variable $x$:

\[
\{0 \cdot y = 0\} x := 0 \{x \cdot y = 0\}, \\
\{x + 1 > 0\} x := x + 1 \{x > 0\}.
\]

(Note that $0 \cdot y = 0$ is always true, so that precondition is equivalent to true. Similarly, the second precondition is equivalent to $x \geq 0$.)

The possible pre- and post-conditions for a statement should be related by a simple syntactic transformation, and not only by meaning, so that one really can manipulate statements the way one does arithmetic or logical statements. For example, the statement $x := e$, which assigns the value of expression $e$ to variable $x$, is defined by the rule

\[
\{R^x\} x := e \{R\}
\]

(for all assertions $R$).

In this expression $R^x$ is the assertion obtained by simultaneously replacing every occurrence of "$x$" in $R$ by "$e$". Thus, given that $R$ is to be true after execution of $x := e$, we can determine easily what has to be true before execution: $R^x$. We see that this holds for the two examples given above. For example, in

\[
\{P\} 0 \cdot y = 0 \{R\} x := 0 \{x \cdot y = 0\},
\]

$P$ is the result of substituting 0 for $x$ in $R$.

It is rather neat that this simple notion of textual substitution, which is a basic concept of mathematical logic, can be used so simply to define the assignment statement.

Other statements are defined similarly. For example, sequencing of two statements $S_0$ and $S_1$ is defined:

\[
\{\text{if } P \text{ then } S_0 \text{ else } S_1\} \{R\},
\]

the result of substituting 0 for $x$ in $R$.

We give one more example without the program development. Try to develop PROBLEM 2 yourself before reading our solution on a following page.

The program for PROBLEM 2 has an interesting history. Jon Bentley at Carnegie-Mellon and Bell Laboratories
The first step is to specify the program formally by writing pre- and post-conditions:

**Precondition P:** \(0 \leq n\)

**Postcondition R:** (for all \(i: 0 < i < n: b[i] = i^3\))

Assuming the use of a loop to calculate the elements of array \(b\), our correctness ideas require writing an assertion that indicates what is true of \(b\) just before and after each iteration of the loop. To find this assertion, we introduce a fresh variable \(k\) (say), which in this case will be what is often called a “loop counter”, put suitable bounds on it, and replace \(n\) in \(R\) by \(k\), yielding the following two assertions \(P0\) and \(P1\):

\[P0: 0 \leq k \leq n\]

\[P1: (\text{for all } i: 0 < i < k: b[i] = i^3)\]

We can make \(P0\) and \(P1\) true by setting \(k\) to 0. Also, when \(k = n\), \(R\) is true. And we write the following program:

\[
k := 0; \quad x := 0; \quad while \ k \neq n \ do \ begin \ b[k] := k^3; \quad x := x + 3*k^2 + 3*k + 1; \quad k := k + 1 \quad end \]

\(P0\) and \(P1\) are known as *loop invariants*, for they are “invariantly true” before and after each iteration of the loop. One understands the loop in four steps: (0) show that the loop invariants are true just before execution of the loop; (1) show that each iteration leaves them true, so that they are true before and after each iteration and thus upon loop termination; (2) show that the desired result \(R\) follows from the loop invariants and the falsity of the loop condition; and (3) show that the loop terminates.

The process used here to argue about correctness should be used to argue about the correctness of *every* nontrivial loop. It is the programmer’s task to annotate each nontrivial loop with the necessary loop invariants, because they are a necessary part of understanding the loop. It may seem like a lot of work, but, we maintain, it is simply formalizing what a programmer does anyway when reasoning about why a loop works.

We now have a correct program. However, it uses exponentiation \(k^3\). To get rid of it, we simply introduce a fresh variable \(x\) (say) and its definition:

\[P2: x = k^3\]

With this new loop invariant, we can replace the assignment \(b[k] := k^3\) by \(b[k] := x\). However, \(P2\) also depends on \(k\). Before \(k\) is increased by 1, \(x\) has to be changed to contain \((k + 1)^3\) in order to maintain the truth of \(P2\). Since

\[(k + 1)^3 = k^3 + 3*k^2 + 3*k + 1\]

and since \(x = k^3\) just before each iteration, \(x\) can be changed to contain \((k + 1)^3\) by executing the assignment

\[x := x + 3*k^2 + 3*k + 1.\]

This yields the program

\[
k := 0; \quad x := 0; \quad while \ k \neq n \ do \ begin \ b[k] := x; \quad x := x + 3*k^2 + 3*k + 1; \quad k := k + 1 \quad end \]

The program still contains exponentiation and multiplication. Repeating (twice) the process that introduced \(x\) yields the program

\[
k := 0; \quad x := 0; \quad y := 1; \quad z := 6; \quad while \ k \neq n \ do \ begin \ b[k] := x; \quad x := x + y; \quad y := y + z; \quad z := z + 6; \quad k := k + 1 \quad end \]

where there are five loop invariants:

\[P0: 0 \leq k \leq n\]

\[P1: (\text{for all } i: 0 < i < k: b[i] = i^3)\]

\[P2: x = k^3\]

\[P3: y = 3*k^2 + 3*k + 1\]

\[P4: z = 6*k + 6\]
SOLUTION TO PROBLEM 2

The formal specification, using some notation that should be fairly obvious, is:

**Precondition P:** \(0 \leq n\)

**Postcondition R:** \(s = \text{MAX}(i,j: 0 \leq i \leq j \leq n; S_{ij})\)

The program is:

\[ k := 0; c := 0; s := 0; \]

\[ \textbf{while} \ k \neq n \textbf{do begin} \]

\[ c := \text{max}(c + b[k], 0); \]

\[ s := \text{max}(s, c); \]

\[ k := k + 1 \]

\[ \textbf{end} \]

The program is understood in a manner similar to that described for understanding the cube program, using the following loop invariants:

\[ P0: 0 \leq k \leq n \]

\[ P1: s = \text{MAX}(i,j: 0 \leq i \leq j \leq k; S_{ij}) \]

\[ P2: c = \text{MAX}(i: 0 \leq i \leq k; S_{i,k}) \]

discovered that a statistician was using a program for this problem that required time proportional to \(n^3\)—the program was actually computing the sums of all segments of the array. Several days later, Bentley returned with an algorithm that required time proportional to \(n^2\), and later one that required time \(n \cdot \log(n)\). Another statistician then showed Bentley a program, similar to ours, that required time proportional only to \(n\). During a visit to Cornell, Bentley asked us to write a program for his problem. Several of us who were experienced with the programming methodology came up with the program, independently, in about a half-hour. (Of course, it took time to present it as cleanly as SOLUTION 2 is presented.) We never had to think of the \(n^2\) or \(n \cdot \log(n)\) algorithms; the methodology led us quite directly to the solution we have shown here.

WHERE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT PROGRAMMING

Some of the concepts underlying programming methodology have found their way down to undergraduate courses at Cornell such as CS100 and CS211, although in an informal manner, and more will do so as we gain experience and hone our skills. Programming methodology is taught at the upperclass level in course CS400, introduced this spring, as well as at the graduate level; both courses are based on *The Science of Programming*, which was written by Gries in 1981. An additional graduate course, CS613, extends the concepts to deal with concurrency, which arises in operating systems, networks, and databases, where various programs are executed simultaneously and communicate through shared data or message-passing. Schneider is writing a text on the subject of this course.

Because of the youth of the field, computer science enjoys the problem that many research results are incorporated quite rapidly into education. Last year's research problem has moved into this year's first-year graduate course and will be in next year's senior-level course. Our students, even in the early undergraduate years, are learning about a relatively new discipline as it develops.

The practicality of theoretical research is demonstrated every day not only in advanced computing centers, but in university classrooms where tomorrow's practitioners are learning their skills.

---

David Gries is chairman of the Department of Computer Science and a specialist in programming methodology (see the biographical sketch on page 11).

Fred B. Schneider is an associate professor in the department. A specialist in concurrent programming, operating systems, and distributed systems, he has also written another article in this issue in collaboration with three of his colleagues (see pages 18–22). He is on the College Board Committee on Advanced Placement in Computer Science, which prepares an examination that reflects much of what is taught at Cornell in the introductory courses.
ROBOTICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

by Dean B. Krafft

Robotics as a significant area of computer science is a recent phenomenon. In the traditional view, robotics is the study of designing, controlling, and instrumenting robots, and clearly this view characterizes a large body of problems that must be solved to use robots effectively. A robot must be able to move quickly and precisely to a location and perform some action such as grasping an object; this is a problem in design and control. Next, there must be some mechanism for storing a sequence of robot actions for later playback; this is a control problem. Finally, the most sophisticated current robots have the ability to modify their actions in response to sensory input; this presents a problem in instrumentation and control.

For research in these three essential areas—design, control, and instrumentation—a traditional engineering approach seems appropriate. But in very different ways, computer science can also contribute to robotics.

Let us consider what robots do. They manipulate physical objects in accordance with a set of prespecified instructions and their perceptions of the workspace. This differs from computer-controlled hard automation, long the province of mechanical, electrical, and industrial engineers, in that general-purpose, programmable robots are not specialized to solve a single physical problem. Instead, they can potentially perform a number of arbitrary physical manipulations.

One way in which robots can be used is simply to replace hard automation. By manually stepping them through the series of motions they are to perform, they can be programmed for a single task. The advantage is that when the task changes, it is not necessary to scrap the production line, but only to reprogram the robots for the new task. This is a rather limited use for a very powerful tool, however.

GENERALIZING ROBOTICS USING COMPUTER SCIENCE

By making use of off-line programming, robot actions can be specified without actually moving the robot through the steps, and this allows the system to provide more powerful capabilities and to deal with much more complex situations. For example, numerical codes can be generated by a computer using information from a computer-aided-design database and used for controlling machining or assembly operations. A robot can make use of sensory feedback and a database of possible actions to guide its behavior; if it detects errors, it can take alternative actions and proceed with the task. Off-line programming also allows the robot to deal with variations in the objects or processes it is handling, without having had all the cases preprogrammed by hand.

Off-line programming brings with it new requirements, of course. Programmers can no longer make use of the actual robot and physical prototypes to answer all their questions about position, action, and movement. Instead, the robot task must be described in terms of computer models of the workspace and the objects to be manipulated.

The next step immediately suggests itself. If the robot system has models of the physical objects with which it is dealing, why not use these models to
...off-line programming...allows the system to provide more powerful capabilities and to deal with much more complex situations.

simulate and reason about the objects? This would allow robot programmers to work at a much higher level, saving time and money. For example, such reasoning might allow the robot system to figure out a grip, to plan motion, to determine the stability of an assembly (and thus how to move it from one location to another), and to understand the behavior of nonrigid objects (such as a pair of pliers it must pick up).

We have now arrived at a much more general view of robotics. Functions involving high-level programming, reasoning about objects, and perception are qualitatively different from the design, control, and instrumentation tasks described earlier. The problems and goals are much less clearly defined and the techniques required to elucidate and solve them are different. It is in dealing with these areas that the analytic tools of computer science can make great contributions.

USING THE ANALYTIC TOOLS OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
In approaching problems in robotics, computer scientists follow a general sequence of steps. They analyze a problem to identify its components; abstract the problem to eliminate unneeded specifics; restate the problem in a formal and rigorous manner; and (ideally) provide provably correct solutions to the formal problem statements. Then they try to apply the solutions to real problems, determine errors arising from failures in understanding the original problem, and repeat the cycle. In solving such problems, researchers must make use of tools and techniques for complexity reduction, formal reasoning, modeling, data abstraction, algorithmic analysis, and so forth. Computer science provides the training and tools to solve large, ill-defined, complex problems, and computer scientists can apply this training and these tools to the problems of robotics.

The process has already begun. Computer scientists are already studying the design of robot languages and are working on such problems as how to plan the motion of robots through potentially crowded workspaces and how to program robot arms to grip objects. Researchers in the area of artificial intelligence have been studying certain aspects of robotics for years; they are working on how computer vision can be used to recognize arbitrary scenes, and how mobile robots can be made capable of navigating through unknown terrain. Research undertaken so far has been limited, however, to specific subproblems of robotics.

SOLID MODELING FOR RESEARCH IN ROBOTICS
The first step in applying computer science to robotics is to develop models of objects. One requirement is to represent physical surfaces and volumes; over the last five years, a number of systems, called solid modelers, have been built to do this kind of modeling. These systems represent objects as mathematical equations pertaining to either the surfaces of the object or a set of primitive solids, and they represent surfaces as either planar polygons or quadrics (a quadric is a surface that can be represented with a second-degree polynomial).

Although much progress has been
made in solid modeling, much more work remains to be done. As an example, let us look at a current problem. Most machined objects can be almost entirely represented by quadric surfaces. However, the blending and filleting surfaces that smooth off sharp inside and outside edges of machined objects tend to be much more complex, not easily represented in the solid-modeling systems now available. A designer may spend far more time describing the blending surfaces of an object, even though the exact shape of these may not be essential, than in specifying the functional surfaces. The computer science robotics research group at Cornell, led by John E. Hopcroft, has recently developed a technique for automatically deriving fourth-degree blending surfaces for joining quadric-surface solids. With this system, a designer needs to specify only the functional surfaces and the system will fill in the blending surfaces. This technique has been used in the design of blending surfaces for several assemblies, including a gate valve (see the image reproduced in color on the front cover; the blending surfaces are blue).

Another interesting problem in solid modeling involves the rapid display of complex solid models. In designing a physical assembly, graphically displaying the partially created object is an important part of the user/system interaction. When the user makes a change in the assembly, it should not be necessary to wait for minutes or hours to see a display of the new object. At the same time, the more accurate and complete the display of the object, the more useful it will be to the designer. The work of two groups at Cornell typifies research on this problem. One team, led by Donald P. Greenberg, director of the Program of Computer Graphics, is working on the fast display of very complex environments for design. Objects are represented by polygonal panels or by procedurally represented surfaces, including quadratic surfaces and swept splines. The other group, led by Hopcroft, is attempting to display solids whose surfaces are represented by implicit algebraic equations. Polynomials up to fourth degree or even greater are used.

There is a trade-off between the techniques involved: Polygonal panels are simple to display, but an accurate representation of a curved surface requires a large number of panels. On
the other hand, curved surfaces usually can be modeled with just a few higher-degree algebraic surfaces, but the individual surfaces are much harder to render. For the fastest display, some combination of techniques will be needed.

REPRESENTING ASSEMBLIES: THE NEXT STEP
One of the most important challenges in object representation is to advance beyond present-day solid modelers. Existing solid-modeling systems can represent single solids, such as the result of a machining or casting operation, quite well, but they have the drawback of being able to represent assemblies only as the fixed relative positioning of a group of simple solids. There is no capability to represent joints (and their degrees of freedom), attachments, flexibility, and so forth.

A simple extension to existing solid-modeling systems provides a few of these extended capabilities by using feature-based models to represent assemblies. This method involves the identification of a set of sites as being the focus of some activity, such as attachment or insertion. These sites are explicitly represented in the object model, and actions affecting the object are specified in terms of them.

Along these lines, the Cornell computer science robotics group has developed a system that uses a feature-based model to describe and perform some simple assemblies. The current version of the system deals with a very restricted assembly environment—it builds Lincoln Log cabins. The user provides what is effectively an exploded diagram of the desired assembly (Figure 1) and the system, running in Interlisp on a Xerox Dandelion (an $8,000 workstation), converts this diagram to actual VAL code (Figure 2). This code then drives our PUMA 560 robot to perform the assembly. The conversion process involves planning grips, motions, and transformations on an internal computer model of the actual workspace (see Figure 3). While the existing problem domain is still quite restricted, the underlying structure of the system should be able to handle more complicated and realistic assembly problems.

The lack of any representation for joints, attachments, and so forth in existing solid modelers has other implications. For one thing, it means that solid modelers are totally inadequate to determine the physical behavior of an assembly, and this leads to the next important area of object representation: reasoning about objects. Given a representation for a collection of objects, a designer needs to be able to make predictions about their real-world behavior. The questions can be as simple as whether or not an object will fall over or fall apart under the force of gravity, or they can be as complex as how long a car will last if it is driven over a cobblestone road.

Recently Rick Palmer, a Cornell graduate student in computer science, developed an algorithm for testing the stability of a collection of arbitrary objects. Unfortunately, his work also showed that the general problem is very costly to solve (it falls into the class of problems that computer scientists term NP-complete). There is reason to believe, however, that the problem is much more tractable for structures that can be built without temporary scaffolding, and the robotics group plans to use this idea as the basis for developing a new system for planning and performing assemblies. One of the problems in automating assembly procedures is to determine the stability of intermediate objects; the Cornell group intends to develop a system that uses heuristics to choose paths that appear likely to lead to stable partial assemblies. The stability algorithm could then be used to test the proposed assembly steps. In cases in which the intermediates are not stable, it might be possible to automatically deduce the scaffolding necessary to render the partial assembly feasible.

REPRESENTING TASKS: A FURTHER CAPABILITY
The next step, beyond reasoning about simple object behavior, involves representing and reasoning about tasks. Two simple ways to represent tasks illustrate some of the challenges. One way is to simply represent a task as a sequence of actions; this is the method used in all existing robot-programming languages.
A system that can be used in describing and performing simple robot assemblies is being developed by the Cornell computer science robotics group. These figures illustrate a prototype version that has been devised for building a simple assembly—a Lincoln Log cabin.

Figure 1. An exploded diagram description of a Lincoln Log assembly. The letters label the logs.

Figure 2. The VAL code for assembly, used to drive the robot. This was produced by the computer from the exploded diagram of the desired assembly (Figure 1).

Figure 3. A sample execution of the assembly-planning system. This is part of the process of converting the diagram to the VAL code.

Right: Krafft demonstrates the assembly of a Lincoln Log cabin.
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.PROGRAM VALCODE
MOVE TRANS (400.000000, 0.000000, 300.000000, 90.000000, 90.0 0.0)
MOVE TRANS (444.090000, 557.340000, -16.630000, 0.000000, 90.0 0.0)
MOVE TRANS (444.090000, 557.340000, -316.630000, 0.000000, 90.0 0.0)
DELAY .1
OPENI
MOVE TRANS (444.090000, 557.340000, -356.630000, 0.000000, 90.0 0.0)
DELAY .1
CLOSEI
MOVE TRANS (444.090000, 557.340000, -316.630000, 0.000000, 90.0 0.0)
MOVE TRANS (444.090000, 557.340000, -16.630000, 0.000000, 90.0 0.0)
MOVE TRANS (600.000000, 100.000000, -19.340000, 0.000000, 90.0 0.0)
MOVE TRANS (600.000000, 100.000000, -319.340000, 0.000000, 90.0 0.0)
SPEED 20
MOVE TRANS (600.000000, 100.000000, -359.340000, 0.000000, 90.0 0.0)
DELAY .1
OPENI
.END
(see Figure 2 for an example). With this method it is easy to specify and perform the task, but it may be hard to reason about the effect of the task on the workspace. A second technique is to represent a task as a set of objects in two states, the current state and the desired state. Here the effect of the task is specified and therefore simple to reason about, but determining the sequence of actions may be a formidable problem in reasoning.

The second of these representation methods has obvious applications in robotics. It encompasses the classic problems of how to move a robot arm and a gripped object through a workspace—problems that are generally extremely difficult, as verified by theoretical work at Cornell and elsewhere. The method also applies to compliant motion (the motion of objects in contact), which is of critical importance in many robotics problems. Except for a few specialized applications, such as spray-painting or laser cutting, almost all uses of robots involve compliant motion. An important theoretical result was obtained recently by Gordon Wilfong, who was then a graduate student in the department, working with Hopcroft. They proved that if it is possible for two objects to move from one configuration in which they are in contact to another configuration in which they are in contact, then there is a motion that continuously maintains contact between the objects.

Work in the areas of motion planning, compliant motion, and related task-reasoning problems is just beginning to break through from the purely theoretical to results that can be applied to real problems in robotics.

THE POTENTIAL IMPACT ON INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTIVITY

As the use of robots grows and as they are applied to more and more sophisticated tasks, the need for computer science research in robotics will increase dramatically. A broad area of research based on the problems of robotics offers a significant challenge to computer scientists; if it can be met, computer science will make a valuable contribution to a number of areas of production and engineering.

Research of this kind has already begun, but if continued progress is to be made, it is essential that scientists at Cornell and other institutions recognize its significance. The prospect is that over the next decade, robotics will become one of the most vitally important research areas in all of computer science.

Dean B. Krafft has been a research associate in Cornell's Department of Computer Science since he received his Ph.D. here in 1981. As an undergraduate, he majored in mathematics at Carleton College.

Krafft's specialty is robotics, the subject of this article, and he has been heavily involved in Cornell's robotics program, which is funded by the National Science Foundation. He is an author, with his Cornell colleague John E. Hopcroft, of a more extensive paper, "The Challenge of Robotics for Computer Science," which will appear in Advances in Robotics, vol. 1: Algorithmic and Geometric Aspects of Robotics, to be published by Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.

"As the use of robots grows ...the need for computer science research in robotics will increase dramatically."
COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE

The Software–Hardware Interface

by Jon A. Solworth

The architects of computers, like those who plan buildings, must design for soundness of construction, effective use of materials, economy, and function. And like their counterparts in the building industry, computer architects make use of the available technology.

With computers the technology today is based on semiconductors and is the result of combined efforts of specialists in such fields as electrical engineering, semiconductor physics, chemistry, and materials science. Computer architects must effectively combine this technology with structure to attain high-performance systems. This involves the added element of software, for the architecture–software interface plays a significant role in determining the structure of advanced computer systems, and will become dominant as the size and sophistication of software continues to increase. It is here that computer science disciplines are critical to computer architecture.

Some of the software is general-purpose and functions to make the computer usable. Compilers, for example, allow programmers to write in languages like FORTRAN, BASIC, or Pascal; operating systems manage resources such as processors, memory, disk drives, and terminals. Other software is specific to the applications that run on the machine. To achieve high performance—speed, reliability, and ease of programming—the interactions among the architecture, the system software, and the applications programs must be taken into account.

THE RISE IN CAPABILITY AND ITS LIMITATIONS

The challenges to computer architecture have changed and rapidly accelerated as the modern computer has developed. Indeed, one of the striking differences between traditional architecture and computer architecture is the speed of change: The introduction of steel as a building material in the 1900s—making possible the skyscraper—was the last major change in the underlying technology available to the architects of buildings. In computer architecture, three major technological innovations—vacuum tubes, transistors, and now integrated circuits—have been introduced since 1946, and each has caused or will bring about large shifts in the ways computers are built.

The history of the computer dates back to the use of devices for counting, such as the abacus and the sixteenth-century calculator. With these instruments the operations were sequenced (entered) by hand. In the nineteenth century, the Jacquard loom was invented, and although it was not a calculating device, it introduced a new sequencing method—the use of punched cards to order the steps necessary to weave a complex textile. Some time...
after that, Charles Babbage set out to build the first computer, the completely mechanical, steam-driven Differential Engine. Because Babbage's invention preceded the introduction of interchangeable mechanical parts, his attempt to build a working computer failed; yet he pioneered many of the concepts used in computers even today.

The first electronic computer, the ENIAC, was completed in 1946. It used vacuum-tube technology and was very slow by today's standards. Because of their expense, not a great many vacuum tubes could be used (the ENIAC had eighteen thousand). The number was limited also by the relatively high failure rate: increasing the number of tubes meant a higher probability of failure and therefore a decrease in the amount of computing actually accomplished.

From the time of the ENIAC to the present, computers have increased in speed by five orders of magnitude. Now computers use transistors fabricated on integrated circuits (chips) instead of vacuum tubes. The number of transistors that can fit on an integrated
The ENIAC, introduced in 1946, was the first electronic computer. The controls are at far left and a small part of the output equipment is seen at right. The development of the machine was sponsored by the federal Ordnance Department; researchers at the Moore School of Electrical Engineering at the University of Pennsylvania (which loaned the photograph) helped with the programming.

circuit has dramatically risen from one in 1960 to about 250,000 now; such a chip typically sells for less than five dollars. Making chips smaller also makes them faster because signals have a shorter distance to travel and switching time is reduced. The gains of the last twenty-five years cannot go on forever, however; fundamental physical laws will ultimately limit chip size to about 10 million transistors, and this size limitation (coupled with problems of heat generation) imposes a limitation on the speed with which we can practically compute.

The most important physical limitation is the speed of light. It may be difficult to believe that the speed of light can really limit the size of computers, but it must be remembered that in state-of-the-art computers the times involved are very short, of the order of nanoseconds, and in one nanosecond (one billionth of a second) light travels only about 4 inches. The CRAY-XMP, a modern supercomputer, performs an addition in 18 nanoseconds, but the time required to send a signal from one end of the computer to the other (a distance of 56 inches) is 14 nanoseconds. A fast computer must be small or it will spend more time communicating than computing. Size reduction brings problems of heat dissipation, however, so there is a tradeoff.

TAKING UP THE CHALLENGE IN UNIVERSITY RESEARCH
Since it is becoming increasingly difficult to make computers faster by improving the underlying technology, an alternative is being attempted: the use of more, rather than faster, components. Traditional computers have several adders; what if there were a thousand? Potentially, a thousand-fold speed-up in computation would be possible. A difficulty is that traditional computer architectures cannot manage so many resources because the control issues become dominant: instead of performing computations at full speed, adders would be idle, waiting for the control mechanism to decide what should be done next. If computers are to achieve the computation rates needed for science, engineering, and business, new and perhaps radical computer architectures must be discovered. The foremost challenge is the effective use of massive parallelism for solving computationally extensive tasks.

Within this context, the primary focus of university research is to combine thousands to millions of processors so as to provide aggregate execution rates of over a billion instructions per second (GIPS). The raw potential of such computing ensembles eclipses the capability of today's largest computers, but this increase in performance will not come free—new
methods of designing computers, systems software, and applications software are required. It is only through an integrated approach on these three fronts that the potential of massively parallel computers can be exploited.

MICROFLOW: AN APPROACH TO PARALLEL COMPUTING
At Cornell the aim of a project on which my colleague Alexandru Nicolau and I are working is to combine systems software with architecture in one coherent system we call Microflow. The most important piece of software, from this perspective, is the compiler. In the Microflow method, classical compiler technology is used to analyze the properties of applications programs, yielding information that enables the computer to reduce the time it takes for execution.

Even with traditional architectures, this technique speeds up computing by a factor of 2 to 5—an impressive speedup that occurs without involving the programmer at all. But while compiler-implemented program optimization is an important part of preparing computationally intensive jobs for traditional architectures, it is absolutely imperative for massively parallel programs. Not only is the speedup potentially much larger, but there are more details to deal with—the program must know where the data are and on what processor a particular computation is being run. The compiler’s analysis simplifies the code, and provides feedback to the user as well.

To get high performance from a massively parallel computer, it is necessary to rewrite critical programs so that they will run efficiently. To help users do this, we are working on a parallel programming environment that combines highly efficient, hand-tailored code for critical sections along with the automated analysis and optimization features of the compiler. This environment is being targeted not only at the Microflow architecture, but also at several computers being acquired by the supercomputer center recently established at Cornell by the National Science Foundation.

The systems software we envision for Microflow will enable us to build a computer that would otherwise be impractical to program. Microflow is aimed at exploiting very fine-grain parallelism. This means we expect to take advantage of parallelism not at the level of running separate programs on the same machine, or manually separated parts of the program in parallel, but at the level of *interleaving* instructions (for example, additions) in the same part of the program. To efficiently accomplish this, we must reduce the control overhead that is inherent in traditional design. One way to do this is to move the overhead to the compiler so that it is handled only once—when the program is compiled, and not when the program is executed.

A second way is to introduce novel architectural mechanisms that will efficiently execute the code produced by the compiler and environment. We are working on both these techniques.

ACCESSING AND ENHANCING MEMORY
Along more traditional lines, Nicolau and Kevin Karplus, a member of the electrical engineering faculty, are in-
vestigating methods to speed up von Neumann architectures, which are the basis of all commercially produced general-purpose computers.

A problem is the so-called von Neumann bottleneck—the time it takes to get information from the central memory to the processor. This bottleneck is alleviated, in part, by retrieving more information from memory than is needed, with the hope that the extra information will be used shortly by the processor. This technique works well when the accesses are predictable, but when they are not the processor is idled while it waits for memory. Another way to reduce the bottleneck is to improve the prediction of accesses to memory so that requests can be anticipated better.

A Cornell project called ROPE (Ring of Prefetch Elements) is exploring novel programming techniques intended to ensure that the processor very rarely has to wait for access to memory in order to receive instructions.

Another important problem in computer architecture is support for special programming languages and applications. The goal of Cornell research in this area is to improve the performance of very sophisticated programming languages or, equivalently, to reduce the time penalty associated with their use. One approach is to build very-high-performance systems out of unconventional languages; another is to provide environmentally rich computer systems that will enable programmers to build software more quickly.

A popular programming language structure (called a class) is Simula, which incorporates both the data and the operations performed on data in a single entity. My research group is investigating an enhanced-memory architecture called a Negotiator, which should implement such systems better than traditional architectures can.

**COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN: KEY TO ARCHITECTURE**

Computer-aided design (CAD) of integrated circuits is a key technique in computer architecture. Several of our projects require prototype computers for testing theories, and without sophisticated CAD, these prototypes would be too complex for us to build.

Errors in design result in unusable chips. There is no way to patch a chip; the design must be changed and the whole manufacturing process repeated from scratch. Not only is this time-consuming and expensive, requiring typically several months and costing several thousand dollars, but there is a worse problem. A chip containing, say, 250,000 transistors would have about a hundred pins where electrical signals are input or output, and there is no way to probe the interior (as there is in conventional electronic design) to identify the error.

All sophisticated chips produced today, either in industry or in a university research laboratory, are both simulated and validated. Simulation applies signals to a computer model of the input/output (I/O) pins and produces the same output as the actual chip would. Since the simulation is a computer model, it is possible to probe interior points and diagnose problems. Simulation is dynamic: it tests that the chip will work on certain supplied inputs. Because the designer has to be responsible for making sure that the tests are complete, simulation serves as an assurance test rather than a guarantee that the chip is correct. Validation, on the other hand, is an absolute check on certain correctness properties—for example, it verifies that wires have at least some minimum width. Validation is always preferable to simulation, but may not be available for all properties.

Validation of timing can also be accomplished with the help of CAD. The transistors on an integrated circuit can be thought of as implementing a series of switches that propagate electrical signals along wires, much as a railroad switching yard routes trains on tracks. A problem in designing a chip, then, is to ensure that valid information is always on the wires when these are used in a computation; in the railroad analogy, this corresponds to ensuring that trains do not collide in the yard. At Cornell, Karplus is working on graph theoretic algorithms to analyze and verify that integrated circuits meet this important condition.

A third pertinent area of CAD is the management of the design process and effective exploration of design alternatives. With today’s VLSI (very-large-
This computer plot of a section of a VLSI layout was generated in Solworth's laboratory in three colors. The section shows a queue of nine bit elements, eleven elements deep—part of a switch for a large parallel-processor communication network. The structural appearance of the tiny chip produced from this design will be almost exactly like this plot.

scale integration) chips, it is difficult to evaluate all the design alternatives; CAD simplifies the job.

A GENERIC APPROACH TO PROBLEMS OF LAYOUT

An area of particular interest to Cornell researchers is layout, the placement of components on an integrated chip. An integrated circuit contains transistors and wires embedded in a plane; the database for a million-transistor chip, for example, contains about five million geometric shapes. These components should be packed as tightly as possible without overlapping, but since the design begins with an electrical circuit rather than with a planar mapping, the embedding, or layout, must be worked out later to achieve maximum efficiency and compactness.

Layout is now performed manually at a color graphics workstation, a method that is a linear extrapolation of the historical process of integrated-circuit (IC) design. This method is reaching the limits of its ability to handle effectively the complexity of current chips, for the designer, in effect, must draw each object in the integrated circuit. To the extent that objects are
reused, they can be replicated rather than redrawn, but there is a tradeoff: the more general-purpose (and hence more easily replicated) the objects, the lower the performance of the chip.

In a project called GENERIC (for GENERation of Integrated Circuits), my research group is working on improved layout techniques. Since programming languages have been used for thirty years for both abstraction and specification of computation in a wide variety of problems, we believe that a language approach would be suitable for IC design. The starting point is a description, in GENERIC, of the electrical circuit that implements the desired function. Using both library routines and special-purpose routines, the designer creates an embodiment of an integrated circuit by "fleshing out" the original circuit.

In explaining GENERIC, we often draw an analogy between designing an integrated circuit and flying an airplane. The graphics approach is like flying by sight; it is simple, develops intuition about how to "fly", and is the least expensive method. However, flying by sight (normal graphics layout) is not sufficient when the weather is bad or when the plane must land at a busy airport. For these conditions, it is necessary to fly by instruments (use programming techniques). Before they can replace the simpler fly-by-sight method, though, these instruments must be sufficiently accurate, complete, and comprehensible. The design instrumentation of VLSI CAD is not yet good enough, and GENERIC seeks to improve it. We are developing instruments for assessing (without looking) the quality of the design. We are creating powerful operators to achieve high-level objectives. And we are working on mechanisms for managing design details.

THE CONTINUING FUNCTION OF COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE

However advanced computer technology is or becomes, it depends on actual physical structures in order to function.

The first computer, the Babbage Differential Engine, was mechanical. Now computers are electronic. In the future they may be based on optical or biological technology. But regardless of the available materials, techniques, and underlying technologies, computers must be designed as overall structures that work. Architecture will continue to be an important aspect of the remarkable evolution of the computer.

Jon A. Solworth, a specialist in computer architecture, VLSI, and computer-aided design, joined the Cornell computer science faculty in 1984. He holds two degrees in computer science from New York University and soon will receive his doctorate.

While he was an undergraduate, Solworth worked as a programmer and analyst for the Standard Security Life Insurance Company. As a graduate student he served as a research assistant and assistant research scientist at New York University and also had experience as a consultant to Bankers Trust.
Our department acquired its first computer, a DEC PDP 11/60, in 1978. The faculty members may have thought of computers as tools for research and instruction, but the administrative staff soon developed other ideas! It wasn’t long before an interactive terminal was placed in the main office for shared use by the staff members. The department’s exciting—but sometimes harrowing—move into the use of computers for administrative purposes had begun.

At the time, the department had no computer technicians or staff programmers; it was the faculty members and graduate students who had to keep the hardware running and the software usable. After a while, many procedures such as booting the system after crashes and taking system dumps became routine. (The system crashes when, for an unknown reason, it simply stops working; one then reboots the system by loading it into memory from magnetic tape. Dumping means to store the contents of disks on magnetic tape so that the information can be recovered if the disks fail. Currently, one of our central computers has disk space to hold almost 550 million characters of information, and losing them would be catastrophic.) A staff member became familiar with these procedures and began performing them; and for the next four years, many problems that arose with the system were fixed by an office staff member. It was not the typical “secretarial” work.

Since our departmental computing equipment is mainly for experimental research, this was the main consideration in deciding on an operating system. Less importance was placed on word-processing capability. For this reason, the system is not as “user friendly” as those generally used for word processing, but it provides much more flexibility and function for those who learn to use it. We learned a lot about computer systems. And, having been innovators, we have been able to train people in other departments as well as in our own.

Today all the administrative staff members in Computer Science, as well as everyone on the faculty and technical support staff, have on their desks interactive terminals with access to the main computers. Typewriters are rarely used. Management, administrative, and clerical duties are performed with the same computer system used for research.

COMMUNICATION USING ELECTRONIC MAIL
How does the computer system affect the day-by-day conduct of department business? Take communication as an example. No one has to check a mailbox for telephone messages because they are all delivered by electronic mail, along with many intradepartmental communications. If a call for x cannot be received personally, for whatever reason, the receptionist simply types “mail x”, along with the message, into the terminal; the time and date are automatically recorded. Within seconds, the message is stored in x’s files and appears on his or her terminal screen; an answer can be sent at a convenient time. There is also a broadcast capability so that we can alert a group of people to a special problem, an imminent meeting, or some other matter of common concern.
The electronic mail service is not limited to the department, for the system is connected to several national and international networks such as the ARPAnet of the Department of Defense, and CSnet, which serves the computer-science community. Depending on the network used, transmission of a message can take from five minutes to one day. An impressive demonstration of the usefulness of network communication was provided recently by the chairman of our department, who used it to write a twenty-page report in collaboration with colleagues in Seattle, Atlanta, and Palo Alto. A draft was mailed electronically to the authors in round-robin fashion, and within two days each had read and edited it on the computer.

Besides our own address file, we have access to central address files (one in Boston and one in Palo Alto) listing people around the country who are in computer science or related fields. One can query these from a desk terminal and get both a post-office address and an electronic address in a few seconds. Some day such electronic address files will be available for other disciplines as well.

More and more units at Cornell are acquiring their own computers and a University-wide network is being installed. Already the College of Engineering has its own Ethernet that links the computers in all its buildings. Soon it will be possible to mail electronically an article like this to Engineering: Cornell Quarterly, and an edited draft could be returned the same way. An initial difficulty is that different units have different word-processing or computer equipment and software; ways will have to be found to translate from one system to another.

HANDLING CORRESPONDENCE AND OTHER CLERICAL TASKS

In our office most correspondence is typed using the computer system instead of a typewriter. A letter can be composed on the system, mailed electronically to others for comments or revision, and checked electronically for spelling errors. Figures and tables can be incorporated easily by picking them up from other files. The final step is to produce the hard copy—the actual letter—using either a typewriter-like device or a laser printer. When almost-identical but personalized letters are to be sent to a number of people, they can be prepared by “filling in the blanks” in a standard format, thus avoiding having to type each one separately; this procedure is used, for example, by the graduate faculty representative and his secretary in corresponding with prospective graduate students.

Many other clerical tasks are easily accomplished using the system. Technical reports, annual reports, mailing labels, address lists, course-enrollment adds/drops—all these are handled routinely.

The preparation of our annual report is an example of how the system can reduce work. The report contains, for each faculty member, lists of University activities, professional activities, lectures given, and publications. A secretary mails each faculty member the section of the previous report that pertains to him or her, and the faculty member (or a secretary) changes it electronically to bring it up to date. A simple electronic collation completes the work on that part of the annual report. The information can also be used to update the faculty member’s vita, which is kept in a central file.

The preparation of research proposals is greatly facilitated by the computer system because many parts that are required—technical data, vitae, references, budgets, etc.—can be gathered from stored files. From the administrative point of view, the computer system is particularly useful in preparing the proposed budget for a research project: various packages, such as spreadsheets, are very helpful. Once a project is funded, the budget can be transferred to active accounting records within the system.

Accounting is another big job that is made easier by the computer system. Records from Cornell’s computer must be verified and interpreted at the departmental level, and it is simple to check charges to an account against the original approved budget on file in our system. We can also verify available balances in research accounts and prepare financial reports to the principal investigators. Department records
pertaining to such items as purchase and work orders, accounts payable/receivable, equipment inventory, and the payroll are also kept on the system. Spreadsheet programs are utilized in maintaining and handling the data. For security reasons, some personnel and management records have not yet been computerized, but soon we will get around this problem by using personal computers and workstations that make it possible to store sensitive data locally and still have access to the central system.

Student records, which are especially complicated for an intercollege department like Computer Science, are well handled by the interactive system. An Apple Macintosh database package has been adapted for keeping the records of undergraduate computer science majors in both the College of Engineering and the College of Arts and Sciences. Computerized records for graduate students, including information about admission, financial aid, and academic status, makes life easier for the graduate faculty representative and also for his secretary.

A SYSTEM FOR EVERYONE IN THE DEPARTMENT
We know from personal experience that the interactive computer system has increased the effectiveness of the department’s administrative staff. One of us, Diane Duke, works with personnel and accounting records, and the other, Michele Fish, coordinates the undergraduate academic program. Other staff members use the system in carrying out their special responsibilities. Anita Affeldt works with the graduate faculty representative in administering the graduate program. Geri Pinkham uses the department computer to keep accounting records. Donette Isenbarger has attended a seminar on administration using the department’s new Xerox workstations and is now responsible for training the rest of the clerical staff on the Xerox STAR system.

These staffers and many others in the department are using the continually changing and growing computer system, or are learning to do so. They have discovered a new truth—that the requirements for administrators and secretaries have expanded in a very short time as terminals have replaced typewriters. The office, as well as the classroom and the research laboratory, is at the forefront of advances in computer science.

Diane Duke, administrative manager of the Department of Computer Science, came to Cornell nine years ago as an administrative aide. She now supervises a staff of twelve, including research and department secretaries, an accounts coordinator, administrative aides, and office assistants. She majored in business education at Oregon State University.

Michele Fish joined the department as a secretary in 1980 and was one of the first staff members to become proficient in the use of computers. Currently an administrative aide, she coordinates the department’s supervision of undergraduate majors in two colleges. She is a participant in the University’s employee degree program and recently enrolled in the College of Human Ecology with a major in human development and family studies.
An additional ring around Jupiter, discovered by researchers including a Cornell engineering professor, will be an unexpected feature for NASA’s Galileo space probe to observe when it explores the giant planet in 1988-1990. In fact, the discovery has brought about a rerouting of Galileo to avoid passage through the ring.

The engineering professor is Joseph A. Burns of the Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, whose specialty is celestial mechanics. He worked with Mark R. Showalter, a Cornell postdoctoral associate in astronomy who was a graduate student at the time of the study, and two NASA scientists, Jeffrey N. Cuzzi and James B. Pollack. They found evidence of the previously overlooked ring by reprocessing data of a particular Voyager 2 image.

Right: This reprocessed image from Voyager 2 shows the newly discovered “gossamer” ring as a faint band at center-right. The bright ring and the halo ring are at upper left.
Particles detected so far in the band—called the "gossamer" ring because of its faintness—are in the micrometer range, about the size of smoke particles. NASA's concern about Galileo is that even particles as small as this might penetrate the probe's heat shield, causing heat "spikes" that on entry into the planet's atmosphere could shatter the heat shield, jeopardizing the mission. Individual ring particles have lifetimes that are very limited because of the ring's location in the planet's Van Allen belt, a region of intense electromagnetic radiation. Presumably, the ring is continually regenerated by micrometeoroid collisions into larger unseen parent bodies. The particles, dark red in color, may be continually coated by the outpourings of the volcanoes on the Jovian moon Io.

The gossamer ring extends some 210,000 kilometers from the planet. It is about twenty times as faint as the previously known "bright" ring, which can be seen only by the largest telescopes on Earth. The other known feature is a "halo" ring that extends about 10 degrees out of the main ring plane. The Galileo mission, scheduled for launch next spring, is expected to provide images and detailed data about these features, as well as Jupiter's satellites, surface, and atmosphere, during the probe's voyage of two or more years through the Jovian system.

Key problems for United States manufacturers were discussed at a week-long conference this summer that brought more than forty senior executives to the campus. "Managing the Next Generation of Manufacturing Technology," offered for the second year, was held August 12 through 16.

The main topics were applicable engineering developments, business analysis of technology, and factors involved in introducing change. John A. Muckstadt of the College of Engineering, who is director of the Cornell Manufacturing Engineering and Productivity Program (COMEPP), and L. Joseph Thomas of the Johnson Graduate School of Management were the symposium directors. Other faculty participants represented University units in architecture, in arts and sciences, and in industrial and labor relations.

Speakers from the engineering college and their areas of expertise included Muckstadt (distribution systems), Herbert H. Johnson (new materials), K. K. Wang (CAD/CAM/CAE or computer-aided design, manufacturing, and engineering), Noel MacDonald (automated manufacture of integrated circuits), and John E. Hopcroft (robotics).
Six engineering schools or departments opened the fall term with new faculty members.

**Harry E. Stewart**, a specialist in geotechnical engineering, joined the School of Civil and Environmental Engineering as an assistant professor in the Department of Structural Engineering. He received the B.S. degree in chemistry at the State University of New York (SUNY) at Brockport, and then switched to civil engineering, earning the B.S. at SUNY Buffalo and the M.S. and Ph.D. at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. After receiving the doctorate in 1982, he taught at Amherst and at the University of South Carolina before coming to Cornell. Stewart’s honors include membership in Tau Beta Pi, Chi Epsilon, and Sigma Xi. He belongs to the American Society of Civil Engineers, the Transportation Research Council, and the United States branch of the International Society of Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering.

A new associate professor in the Department of Computer Science is **Dexter C. Kozen**, who came to the University from IBM Research Laboratories, where he was a research staff member and manager of the theory of computation group. After graduating in 1974 from Dartmouth College (where he received the John G. Kemeny Prize in Computing), he came to Cornell for graduate work and received his doctorate in 1977. Before joining IBM, he was a postdoctoral fellow at the University of California, and he has been a visiting professor at Aarhus University in Denmark and an adjunct professor at Columbia University. He is a member of the Association for Computing Machinery and the American Mathematical Society.

**Victor Solo**, formerly an associate professor at Harvard University, joined the School of Electrical Engineering as an associate professor. A specialist in stochastic processes, he has also served as an assistant research scientist at the University of Wisconsin and as a visiting associate professor at Purdue University. Solo earned two undergraduate degrees in Australia: the B.Sc. in mathematics at the University of Queensland (where he won the mathematics prize) in 1971; and the B.Sc. in statistics, with first class honors, at the University of New South Wales in 1973. The following year he received the B.E. degree in mechanical engineering, with first class honors, from the University of New South Wales, and in 1979 he was awarded the Ph.D. in statistics by the Australian National University. He spent two years with the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization as a consulting statistician. He is an editor or reviewer for several journals in engineering and statistics, and belongs to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and the Institute of Mathematical Statistics.

A new assistant professor in the School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering is **Michel Y. Louge**, whose field is thermal sciences. Louge received the degree of Ingenieur from the École Centrale des Arts et Manufactures in 1978, and took his graduate work in mechanical engineering at Stanford University, which awarded him the M.S. in 1979 and the Ph.D. in 1985. Since the fall of 1984 he had been a...
process development engineer at Shell International.

In the School of Operations Research and Industrial Engineering, William J. Cook has joined the faculty as an assistant professor. Cook came to Cornell from West Germany, where he was an Alexander von Humboldt Research Fellow at the University of Bonn for two years. His degrees are the B.A. from Rutgers University, the M.S. from Stanford University, and the Ph.D. from the University of Waterloo. His specialty fields are combinatorics and combinatorial optimization.

Also new to the operations research and industrial engineering faculty is Michael Phelan, who studied for his M.S. and Ph.D. degrees at Cornell. He earned the B.A. degree at the State University of New York college at Oneonta in 1978. He has had experience in applications and systems programming with Townsend and Greenspan, Inc. His professional interests include inference problems from stochastic processes, particularly counting processes.

Timothy J. Healey, a specialist in solid mechanics, is an assistant professor in the Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. His three degrees in civil engineering are the B.S. from the University of Missouri and the M.S. and Ph.D. from the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana. At Illinois he received the 1985 Chester P. Siess Award, which recognizes outstanding doctoral work and promise for research. His experience includes two years with Agbabian Associates of Los Angeles beginning in 1978, and teaching mathematics at the University of Maryland last year. Healey is a member of the honorary societies Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, and Omicron Delta Kappa, and belongs to the American Mathematical Society, the American Academy of Mechanics, and the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics.

- A new administrative appointment at the College of Engineering is that of K. Bingham Cady as associate dean for college affairs. Cady, a professor of nuclear science and engineering and of applied and engineering physics, has been serving as associate dean for professional programs. Cady has been at Cornell since he received his doctorate from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1962. In addition to his academic and administrative work at the University, he has has extensive experience as a consultant to industrial firms and national facilities, including the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, and Fauske and Associates. He has held a Ford Foundation Preinduction Scholarship, a Bethlehem Steel Industrial Fellowship, a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship, and a U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Fellowship in Nuclear Science and Engineering. He is a member of Phi Eta Sigma, Sigma Xi, and Tau Beta Pi.

- The new director of the Laboratory of Plasma Studies is David A. Hammer, professor of nuclear science and engineering and a specialist in plasma physics, nuclear fusion, and high-power electron- and ion-beam physics. He succeeds Ravindra N. Sudan, who is now deputy director of the Center for
Shoemaker, Liu

Theory and Simulation in Science and Engineering, one of four recently established National Advanced Computing Centers. Hammer came to Cornell in 1977 after seven years as a research physicist with the Naval Research Laboratory, and has been on the faculties of the University of Maryland, the University of California at Los Angeles, and Imperial College, London. He is a fellow of the American Physical Society, a senior member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and a member of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and of Sigma Xi.

In administrative changes at the School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Professor Christine A. Shoemaker has been named chairman of the Department of Environmental Engineering and Professor Philip L.-F. Liu has succeeded her as associate director of the School.

Shoemaker has been at Cornell since 1971, when she received the Ph.D. degree in mathematics from the University of Southern California. After a year as a research associate here, she joined the environmental engineering faculty. A specialist in pest management, water resources systems, and mathematical ecology, Shoemaker is a member of several graduate fields at Cornell: applied mathematics, agricultural engineering, entomology, and ecology, in addition to civil and environmental engineering. She has served on National Academy of Sciences panels on pest management and on groundwater contamination. She is a member of the U.S. National Committee for the Scientific Council on Problems in the Environment—a standing subcommittee of the Environmental Studies Board of the National Academy of Sciences. Also, she is on an advisory panel on pest management for the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. She is a member of the Entomological Society of America, the American Geophysical Union, the Biometric Society, and the Operations Research Society of America.

Liu, a specialist in fluid mechanics and coastal engineering, is a professor in the Department of Environmental Engineering. He joined the Cornell faculty in 1974 after earning the B.S. degree at National Taiwan University, and the M.S. and Sc.D. at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He has also been a visitor at the University of Delaware and the California Institute of Technology. His honors have included the 1978 Walter L. Huber Research Prize awarded by the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), a Justice Foundation faculty fellowship at Cornell, an Engineering Foundation fellowship in 1980, and a Guggenheim fellowship in 1980. He is a member of the ASCE and the American Geophysical Union.

Benjamin Nichols, professor of electrical engineering, has been named associate director of the School of Electrical Engineering. A Cornell faculty member since 1946, Nichols has had a continuing interest in educational policies and techniques; his work in this area at the College of Engineering has included directing the former Division of Basic Studies and serving on the committee that set up the current core
curriculum. Nichols is a Cornell alumnus and holds the Ph.D. in geophysics from the University of Alaska.

At the National Research and Resource Facility for Submicron Structures (NRRFSS), Gregory Galvin, a postdoctoral associate, and J. Peter Krusius, an associate professor, have been named associate directors. Galvin works with the user program, which accommodates researchers from across the nation who come to work at the national facility, and Krusius is in charge of the Cornell Program on Submicrometer Structures (PROSUS), a program for industrial affiliates.

Recently appointed staff members who work with students include Judy Jackson, coordinator for advising in the Office of Admissions, Advising, and Records; and Linda Van Ness, coordinator of the Engineering Cooperative Program.

Jackson holds a B.A. degree in French from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro and an M.A. in Francophone African literature, geography, and foreign policy from Bucknell University. She has taught at Susquehanna University and headed the Office of Minority and Foreign Student Advising at Bucknell.

Van Ness has been at Cornell since 1981, most recently as a staff member in the dean's office. She holds an associate degree in psychology from Genesee Community College.

George F. Scheele, associate professor of chemical engineering, has been named a fellow of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers. He was cited for his contributions to engineering education and to research in fluid mechanics.

A graduate of Princeton University and a Ph.D. from the University of Illinois, Scheele has been at Cornell since 1962. He has also been a visiting professor at the University of California at Berkeley, a "Year-in-Industry Professor" at E. I. duPont de Nemours, and a research engineering with the Dow Chemical Company. He is currently serving as associate director of the School of Chemical Engineering.

The National Best Student Section of the Society of Women Engineers is our own SWE chapter. The selection of the Cornell group, announced early this term, was made in recognition of the chapter's ambitious and well-rounded program in 1984-85. The award is accompanied by a cash grant from the Union Carbide Corporation.

SWE's events during the year included an awards banquet, a visit to Corning Glass Works, a barbeque, an ice-skating party, and a party on the engineering quadrangle open to everyone at Cornell. The society also sponsored programs for prospective students: High School Day in November, and Accepted Candidates Weekend in April. A program in career guidance included seminars, workshops, and the publication of members' resumes. Younger members were helped academically and personally through tutoring and a Big/Little Sister program.

The 1984-85 president was Margot Haartz, a senior in mechanical engineering. This year's president, Margaret Au, is an electrical engineering major.
Current research activities at the Cornell University College of Engineering are represented by the following publications and conference papers that appeared or were presented during the four-month period February through May, 1985. (Earlier entries omitted from previous Quarterly listings are included here with the year of publication in parentheses.) The names of Cornell personnel are in italics.
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LETTERS

The Rise of Research

Editor: Julian C. Smith ["The Rise of Research: Fifty Years of Change in Cornell's Engineering Program" in the Summer 1985 issue of the Quarterly] should realize that students in the 1930s were unaware of the "decline in reputation" of the College. They were acutely aware, however, that "the College was overwhelmingly a teaching institution, with emphasis on training young men for careers in the rough-and-ready world of professional engineering practice."

The College of Engineering in the 1930s was certainly not worse off than other prominent schools. In those early post-depression years, we students were fortunate to be at Cornell and worked hard to prepare for the "rough-and-ready" practice of engineering. I was proud to receive at graduation in 1935 a civil engineering degree (not a B.S. in C.E.) in recognition of the caliber of the curriculum at that time. Our reputation then, as perhaps now, as a top College of Engineering was freely acknowledged by our peers in professional engineering practice.

As for our teaching faculty in the 1930s, Professor Smith makes it abundantly clear that our academic work was practical in orientation, taught by professors and assistant professors without Ph.D.s, who did little research and published even less....We alumni remember them fondly and, over the years, have appreciated more and more what they did to provide us with a first-class engineering education. [Professor Smith should keep this in mind while] raising so high the banner for research and plotting on probability paper the percent of professors with Ph.D.s.

Just four years before Hitler’s invasion of Poland, the engineering graduates in 1935 were unknowingly being trained to serve our country in World War II. Those who survived performed outstandingly in the years following, improving the welfare of mankind....Today’s College of Engineering will do well to...graduate students as well prepared to tackle the real world of engineering.

Haywood G. Dewey, Jr. ’35
Sacramento, California

Reply from Julian C. Smith: In preparing my article, I tried to chronicle the changes that have occurred in the College of Engineering over the past fifty years, especially in attitudes toward research, but to avoid value judgements as much as I could. Certainly there was no intention of giving an uncharitable picture of the faculty and students of the 1930s. I was a Cornell student then myself, and I also was not aware of the long period of decline in the College between 1910 and 1935. I too admired the many distinguished faculty members and felt the training I received was excellent preparation for my work in industry during World War II. And now, in my fortieth year of teaching at Cornell, I wouldn’t say that our current engineering students are any smarter or better prepared for engineering practice than they were in those days.

But engineering practice is different, and the subject matter is different, and the faculty’s attitude toward research and publication is very different. About a third of our engineering students are graduate students; about a third are women. Research is big business in the College. The history of these changes, and their underlying causes, were the subjects of my article. I tried to report them accurately, not to judge them.

As to the plot of the percentage of doctor’s degrees in the engineering faculty, I found it amusing and rather surprising that it made such a good straight line on probability paper—almost as if some external force were driving the percentage upward. Is it good that almost all the faculty members—96.3 percent—now have doctor’s degrees? I don’t know. I don’t have one myself—my degree is Chemical Engineer. A doctorate doesn’t necessarily make a good engineer, or make him or her unfit for engineering practice, but it is absolutely essential to getting a teaching position in any leading engineering college. That’s just the way things are these days.

The Fear of Pollutants

Editor: Professor Neil Orloff’s Commentary in the Summer 1985 issue, “Is the Fear of Pollutants Overemphasized in Our Society?” focuses on people’s perceptions of risks. He states that in the U.S. one of our greatest fears is of toxic chemicals (although there are greater risks of mortality from other sources such as car accidents and mountain climbing), and points out that people’s focus
“reflects their view of moral and immoral conduct” and that dangers perceived “are exaggerated or minimized according to the social acceptability of the underlying activities.” He then suggests three reasons why there is such widespread concern about chemicals: (1) the presence of chemicals in, for example, foods, provides a simple and plausible explanation for development of a dreaded disease such as cancer—and thus absolves the individual from responsibility; (2) it is simpler and [perversely?] more reassuring to blame man-made chemicals rather than nature; and (3) a focus on chemicals provides an outlet for anti-business attitudes, such as the “power and perceived indifference of large corporations.” Dr. Orloff believes that because [regulatory?] “officials have failed to consider the cultural factors underlying people’s fear of chemicals”, they could not possibly have properly approached environmental controversies, since all they have to offer the fearful public is generalized risk statements about, for example, only a one-in-a-million chance of cancer (a small risk).

Dr. Orloff short-changes his readers by failing to offer any evidence supporting such colorful suggestions as being the basis of widespread public concern and by neglecting at least two other relevant aspects of the discussion. First, he ignores what I and many others believe to be one of the most important characteristics of risk perception: its “voluntariness” (that is, is the risk assumed voluntarily, or is it imposed on one?). Second, his article omits any real consideration of the “track record” of toxic chemicals and “high tech”—for example, how often and how repeatedly we have been unpleasantly surprised, not only by a well-known chemical pesticide like DDT, but also by such practices as the formerly routine x-raying of children’s feet to see how their shoes fit, or the routine use of food additives such as dyes, which were once “generally regarded as safe” (GRAS) and used without adequate testing.

I’m not at all sure (as one can infer Dr. Orloff to be) that an individual would refuse to take responsibility for his chemical-demanding/chemical-based lifestyle—if he knew about it. But there is no indication at the federal administrative level or national industry level of any interest in helping the consumer make educated, informed choices. In fact, there is no indication of any attempt to view things from the consumer’s point of view at all—for example, to require comprehensive food and beverage and material labeling; to point out what is known and not known; to support the Delaney clause; to forbid overseas sale of products banned in the U.S.—in other words, to undertake honest public education and to demonstrate that the consumer should believe what regulatory agencies, government, and business tell him about risk. These major players on the scene have lost the trust of the lay person and must earn it back. There is no simple prescription for this—except to remember that actions speak louder than words.

Thus, it is not so much that people are irrational to fear something they are told has a low level or risk as they are wise to have learned from history that such statements have been wrong before. That historical “knowledge” is reflected in their attitudes toward accepting involuntary risk, whether chemical, nuclear, or otherwise.

Dooley Kiefer, A.B. ’57
Ithaca, New York

Architectural History

Editor: I recognize that the future direction of the College is more important than the real-estate history; however, I wish to offer corrections to several captions accompanying Kermit C. Parson’s article on the history of the engineering facilities at Cornell. This appeared in the summer 1985 issue, “Building for a New Era.”

On page 20, the caption for a 1936 aerial photograph of the main Cornell campus indicates that the only building on the site of the present engineering quadrangle was an armory and gymnasium. Actually, the site was occupied by faculty residences from the location of Kimball-Thurston through the locations of Upson and Phillips. These faculty residences are readily visible in the oblique aerial view. Also, Kappa Alpha is barely visible over the roof of Myron Taylor. The 1948 proposal on page 21 indicates Kappa Alpha as K.A.

Faculty residences, and the armory and gymnasium are mentioned in the page 14 caption pertaining to the 1902 proposal shown on page 15. However, there are two other buildings on the map. The building southwest of the armory is Kappa Alpha. The building southeast of the armory is a former central heating plant. The armory and gymnasium, which are the same building, stood until 1956; the projection to the south enclosed a swimming pool. Kappa Alpha was occupied at this location until at least 1957.

Richard P. Spiro, BCE ’59
Bronx, New York

Editor’s Note: Another error in the Summer issue (on page 25) is a misspelling of the name of the architect for Snee Hall. He is Mario L. Schack, who was then in the Washington office of Perkins & Will. Before joining that firm, Schack was chairman of Cornell’s architecture department, and he has now returned to the University as a professor of architecture in the College of Architecture, Art, and Planning.

K. C. Parsons: I’ve just read your “Building for Engineering at Cornell” in the Quarterly. It’s a fine history, and of interest to college and university planners generally. Also, the P&W staff will enjoy seeing the good coverage of Snee Hall.

Bill Brubaker, Senior Partner
Perkins & Will
Chicago, Illinois
An Editor's Testimonial

Computer science affects the working methods of practically everyone these days, and we are no exception. The ways in which publications are written, edited, and produced have changed dramatically in the past few years. We are always glad to tell about what has been happening to *Engineering: Cornell Quarterly* and other College publications, and this issue on computer science provides a good opportunity.

As recently as the beginning of 1982, the *Quarterly* was edited in the red-pencil mode, with instructions for typesetting written in the margins of the copy. Proofs were received in long *galleys*, corrections were written in, and the galleys were returned to the typesetter along with a dummy layout. Next the printer prepared a *mechanical*, which was photographed to make plates for the actual printing. All this took about two months from the time the copy was ready.

The first change in our office was the introduction of a word processor, which facilitated writing and editing. (We also use it to maintain our subscription files and to print mailing labels.) Then, using a modem, we began to transmit copy over the telephone lines to our printer in Massachusetts; carefully-worked-out codes replaced hand-written “specs” and the copy was set automatically without having to be retyped. For the issue before this one, we began to use a local typesetter who could supply proofs the next day, and to prepare the mechanicals ourselves. Small changes could be taken care of right away, simply by transmitting a few new lines and pasting in the resulting patches on the mechanical. Weeks of “turn-around” time were saved and production costs were reduced by about $10,000 a year.

We began editing in the days when type was set in lead on huge clanking Linotype machines. Innovations in printing techniques changed that and much more, but until quite recently, editors still worked with the traditional sequence of typed copy, galleys, page proofs, and blue lines. Now computer science and its sister disciplines provide new tools almost faster than we can keep up with them. For instance, in the article in this issue by Tim Teitelbaum and Thomas Reps, we read about a WYSIWYG system that eliminates visible coding from word-processor output so that What You See Is What You Get; with this system, we would be able to code manuscripts as we input them and still be able to print out readable copies for authors’ approval. With improved interfacing, we could eliminate some retyping by copying an author’s diskette and making editing changes directly on it. Maybe some day soon we can simplify mechanical preparation by formatting right on the screen.

Computerized publication doesn’t improve content, of course, but it enables an editor to be more productive and decrease costs. Here’s a vote of confidence for computer technology from a happy user.—GMcC